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The Garment Center Buildings 

New York City 
WALTER M. MASON, Architect 

Drawn by Hugh Ferriss i 
66 % ” Towering Masses 

| | ERE the new architecture expresses itself in great vigorous masses which 

climb upward into the sky with a pyramidal profile—gigantic, irregular, 
arresting. An earlier, conventional building on the near corner is over- 

shadowed, engulfed in towering masses of the newer building which are 

prophetic of an architecture of the future which is vividly stimulating to the 

imagination. 

Certainly modern invention—modern engineering skill and organization, 

will prove more than equal to the demands of the architecture of the future. 
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of the member publications, ' pre- 2ING if 124 E. WASHINGTON AVE. | 
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“if you aby any apse in, the — $40 | \ \ FAIRCHILD i 
orld to get you a start in. life, ; 7 RR ! 

don't use it,” is the advice of {$—— | | ™ i i 
Schwab’ to young men about to go P'S | UJ 8 i _ to’ work. | H am * | u v 127 i eT ;} 8 2 234 State St. 1 4 ! 
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| | Attention Engineers!) 
| ti You will want to write reports which j 
l i i are neat and attractive. They will be i 
i i | soif you use a TYPEWRITER. 

i | THUMBTACKS, 50 for 25c | 
i Badger Barber Shop | | (SOLID HEAD) | 
i 1 |  UWERILEWYW 
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! | YOUR APPEARANCE WANTS TO BE i 

| ! RIGHT , | 
| If Your Clothes are Kept in Good Condition i 

You Will Keep Them That Way By Letting Us CLEAN AND PRESS Them 
Lb i /ont.. PANTORIUM ,.2s.. | Madison, Wisconsin B. 1180 — B. 1598 i $6.00 Tickets for $5.00 i a 
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| L | l | We have a plan whereby anyone | SERVICE BY US | 

can own a musical instrument— IS THE BEST 
| come in and hear our plan. i | SERVICE FOR YOU. i | I] | 

| UNIVERSITY MUSIC SHOP =| | CARDINAL PHARMACY | 
i At 511 State Street Phone B 7262 i | University Ave. at Park St, i | | | You are a Stranger at Our Fountain only ONCE i 
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i | | Lo] | | I | ; | | Read Your “Mag” Over a I ot ENGINEERS | i i] i i il We carry a Complete Line of 
| I | ineers’ | STEAMING i | Engineers’ Wearing Apparel. 

| i | CORDUROY TROUSERS 
i Cup of i | FLANNEL SHIRTS | 

i LEATHER VESTS 
i COFFEE | LEATHER COATS | to! ! i i i and i 
| I | HIGH BOOTS | | AT tot | | 1 | i | Lod I | ’ } | | i Frank's Restaurant j | 

| '| The C 2 | [J - | i 821 University Avenue I i e O OD. | 1 | E. J. GRADY, Mgr. 
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Vega Banjos and Gibson Mandolins at HOOK BROS.
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SECTIONAL PAPER MACHINE DRIVE 

By CrareNnce F. RASMUSSEN 

Senior Electrical 

One of the most interesting of our many manufac- carries it between two or more press rolls which 

turing industries is paper making. No matter in what squeeze out more water. Three such rolls are shown 

diréction we turn, we behold paper of some descrip- in Figure 1. From the third press the sheet passes 

tion, of which, probably the most familiar grade is over a series of steam heated cylinder rolls which 

that used in our daily papers——News Print Paper. dry out most of the remaining moisture. The num- 

This article is intended to show some of the feat- ber of these dryer rolls varies with different ma- 

ures and difficulties of paper manufacture and to give chines, depending upon the thickness of the paper 

some methods used in overcoming these difficulties. made, and upon the speed of the machine. After 

Because news print paper is most familiar to us, I leaving the dryers the sheet passes through the cal- 

have chosen to.deal only with that machine which  endar stack where the paper is given a finish, The 

makes this particular grade of paper. calendar stack is merely a number of heavy rolls one 

News print paper is made on what is called a on top of the other which press the sheet between 

Fourdrinier machine, so named after the man who them. 

developed it. A Fourdrinier machine is diagramatic- The weight or thickness of the paper produced is 

ally shown in Figure 1. It consists essentially of a determined by the rate at which the stock is admitted 

device for allowing screened pulp of constant con- to the wire, and also the speed of the wire. A ma- 

sistency to flow uniformly into a horizontal or chine which is used continuously for one class and 

slightly pitched wire screen, known as the “wire.” weight of paper may require but a small speed ad- 

This “wire” is an endless wire cloth belt supported justment, such as 10 per cent. Ordinarily, however, 

on a frame in a horizontal position by rolls which machines are used for making papers of different 

keep it taut and level. It travels constantly away thicknesses in consequence of which they commonly 

from the point where the pulp flows upon it. As the require a speed range of three to one or four to one 

water drains through the wire assisted by suction and even as high as ten to one. 

boxes under it, a thin sheet of pulp is formed. A Paper .machines comprise a number of elements. 

sidewise shaking motion of the frame helps the sheet Several pumps and screens are required for the paper 

CALENPA RF 

DRYERS 
if PELELF 

/ 

s IR? PRESS Vf 
CIRELEN 

/ 

197 PRESS FELT \ t 1 Y oO 
a @\ \ t \ 1 \ v7 

COUCH 2%? PREIS \ a) Sy ‘ gt 

aes si tt ~ — ©) C) C) 7 (0) 

WIRE FELT a 

DOTTED LINE INDICATES FAPER 

Fic. 1. DracRaM or tite FourprrNer Macuine. The dotted line shows the path taken by the paper as it is 

: changed from pulp into News Print Paper. 

to form evenly and interweaves the pulp fibers. At stuff. By stuff is meant the wood fibre held in sus- 

the far end, the wire passes around a large roll on pension in water in the ratio of about 5 per cent 

top of which turns another large roll called the wood fibre and 95 per cent water. These pumps and 

“couch,” which is covered with a felt jacket. The screens operate at a constant speed and are desig- 

sheet then passes onto an endless felt belt which nated as the constant speed section, The so-called
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"variable speed” section comprises the wire, couch, ized production and requiring not to exceed 25 per presses, dryers, calendars, and reel. The speed of all cent speed range, wound rotor induction motors have these units must be varied in unison, as the paper been used, with secondary resistance control. This forms a continuous and (see Figure 1) delicate con- method although cheap does not provide the ade- 
quate speed regulation. Direct current shunt mo- wd ee : val i €. tors with speed austin Gait by field control soe . es Be ig e we sete adopted where a speed range of two to Dae of three 

ae CS to one is all that is required. This arrangement da No Z when taking current from the same line used by ya ad | rb ace other machines is subject to speed variations due to ae a Lee (Gi) Gamo variations in line voltage. To overcome this a sep- pe) es ! ; | he arate engine driven generator or synchronous motor ee chai ee A eee) emerson driven generator is used to furnish power for the - 1 2h a aN ; ic Rs paper machine alone. Such equipment is usually con- pee ¥ P Ea a * Sa a trolled by automatic type controllers with push but- 
Le ae. oe a, See P tons for stop, and start, fast and slow operation. — ee Se i v Ss No little trouble has been experienced with drives (2 oS : Rabe a = : as above described because of troubles in the mechan- 
cee um 5 su aa : ical transmission gear, notably belts on the cone pul- oe ee te ‘scald leys, unequal slips due to varying tension, or other ~ difficulties which caused breaks in the paper. Asa Fic. 2. Te Fourprrner Macuine. This picture result of necessity two ingenious systems of section- shows the arrangement of the machine itself, driv- alized drive for paper machines have been developed. 
ing motors, and control apparatus. In each of the systems separate direct current mo- 

nection between them. Moreover it is necessary that tors are supplied for driving the individual elements the relative speeds of the component parts be slightly of the paper machine and an individual generator adjusted from time to time as the paper “stretches” with variable voltage control supplies the direct cur- in the press rolls and shrinks in the dryers. It is rent for all of these motors in common. further necessary that the speed regulation of the Direct current motors are used on account of their entire variable speed end of the machine be very adjustable speed characteristics. Such motors, when good as it is evident that, with constant flow of paper properly designed and controlled by a suitable regu- stuff, any speed variation will result in non-uniform lator can be satisfactorily operated at any speed thickness of paper. desired within the range of the paper machine and . Figure 1 shows clearly the different sections of the very fine increments of speed change can be obtained Fourdrinier machine. The constant speed end is between sections when necessary. As it is not nec- shown by the outline of the box screen, No drive has essary for all of the motors to operate at the same been indicated for this section as it involves no prob- speed, due to stretching in some sections and shrink- lems worth mentioning in this paper. In the variable ing others, they can be directly or rigidly connected speed sections are shown the wire and couch, the 
first press, second press, and third press, dryers, cal- 

; endars, and reels, with the sheet of paper running a : through from the screen to the roll of paper on the 
upper reel. 

ay 
In the early history of paper mills it was common j 

practice to drive the entire machine from one line a m fai ‘ i ci shaft which was usually driven from one large en- 2 - on = i “at abioh nea gine by means of a rope drive. This engine usually f ae ea furnished power for the entire plant. Variations in i Biases onl 
speed of the paper machine were made by means of 
tapered pulleys and belt shifters. Later it became ae 
common Practee £0 ise Separate engines ~ the con- Fic. 3. A Drrvinc Unrr. This 4s: one of the driving stant and variable sections, driving the variable end . F z . : . : as units described in the article assembled and ready 
by means of a variable speed engine. Tapered pul- : = leys and belt shifting devices were used to permit TOPE. y g E 
adjustment of the relative sectional speeds. Motors to the machine section shafts, thereby doing away have largely superceded the variable speed engine, with any possibility of belt slippage. Likewise, by but are applied in a similar manner, the motor being very simple means, the speed of the entire machine either directly connected or belted to the variable may be adjusted over the entire or any part of the speed shaft. For the few machines having special- (Continued on page 114)
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HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS 

By Cartes H. Scuwas / ; 

Written Especially for the Engineering College Magazines, Associated. All Rights Reserved by E. C. M. A., Except by 

, 
Special Permission. 

As time goes on I find it more difficult to speak of That is the mark of successful manufacturing,—how 

retiring from my forty-three years of business life. In economically and how well you do a thing, not how 

fact instead of retiring I find myself drawn more and much money you make in the doing of it. So, his 

more into concerns, each of which involves new re- mark—and he was a wise man—his mark of successful 

sponsibilities. But the greater the responsibilities, the industry is my mark of a successful life. Set out with 

less I find of the element of personal supervision and some definite purpose in life and accomplish that pur- 

the less I enjoy my new work. The thing that has pose. There is little that the human mind can con- 

given me the most pleasure and that I am the most ceive that is not possible of accomplishment. The thing 

proud of is that I keep finding friends, and friends to do is to make up your mind what you are going to 

and yet more friends on every hand. drive for, and let nothing stand in the way of its ulti- 

You want me to tell you how you can succeed in mate accomplishment. 

life. I know that it is very difficult to convince the Now, in my long experience in business life and as- 

great majority of people 
sociation with men, there 

that men who are in active ve 5 i are some fundamental things | 

z : Believing that a successful man’s philoso- 

pursuits of life have any ‘ : that must not be overlooked. 

contsheat tes oni phy of success cannot but interest young . 

other object in view than the 
If I were asked to say 

s . men who have the future before them, the 3 é 

making of money. That is F . ; : the most important things 

. e Engineering College Magazines, Associated, aa i 

a great- mistake. The : . . that lead to a successful life 

. acting through Tech Engineering News . 

real leaders of industry and : I should say that, first of 

an (Mass. Inst. of Tech.), has prevailed upon : . 5 

the real men in life, and the 3 : all, was integrity,—unim- 

. . Mr. Charles M. Schwab, engineer, executive, . : : 

real successes in life, are ‘ : peachable integrity. No man 

and financier, to prepare this message for : 

not always the men who 
: can ever do anything of any 

the 30,000 readers of these college journals. as 

have lots of money or a f Pocrelipess i great value in life and have 

It is a sane, courageouss, and optimistic mes- 

great fortune. save that offers tangible suggestions the confidence and approv- 

My idea of the successful g 8 88) ° al of his fellow men, or 

life is the man who has 
be successful in his un- 

successfully accomplished the objects for which he set dertakings with other business men, if he doesn’t have 

out, to do something that is worthy of a real American the reputation of being a man of honor and integrity. 

man. Money is often a matter of chance or good for- I am going to speak of a young man that I regard 

tune, and is not the mark of a successful life. It is not as the most successful young man I have ever known. 

the thing that brings a throb of pleasure or a thrill into And if I did not regard him as the most successful 

my life. And I would not pose as a successful man if young man that I know, he would not be President of 

that was to be the measure. But when I look about the Bethlehem Steel Company. I am going to speak of 

me and see the multitude of friends that I have after a young man that I have known since he was a man 

forty years of business association with men, when I your age—I refer to Eugene Grace. You may have 

see the great lines of smoking stacks and blazing fur- heard of him. He came from Lehigh University. When 

naces that have come into being because of my interests I first knew him he was a shoveler of coal with an 

and activity in life, and when I see a work that I set electric crane. I followed his career on and on and on. 

out to do successfully accomplished and meeting the And whatever may have been said of Mr. Grace you 

approval of my fellow men, then a real thrill comes into could always depend upon it absolutely that when Mr. 

my heart and I feel that I have done something worth Grace said a thing you would know the absolute 

while. The money you do not think about as long as facts, good, bad, or indifferent. And, today, Mr. 

you have enough to pay your bills and keep your busi- © Grace stands among the great business men of New 

ness going. The captains of industry do not keep on York and this country, with the reputation of being a 

working for the sake of making money, but for the man of absolute integrity and a man in whom every- 

love of completing a job successfully. Men who typify body can place the greatest possible confidence. 

the ideal business man in my mind are Mr. Carnegie, the A man must also be a true democrat, and not an ar- 

elder Mr. Rockefeller, Mr. Baker, the younger Mr.  istocrat who condescends to talk with anyone. The 

Rockefeller, and Judge Gary. educated man must not get the idea that education 

One of the dearest friends that I ever had in life, necessarily makes him superior to any other skilled man 

Andrew Carnegie, used to say to me when I went to who has devoted his life to mastering one business. 

him with my balance sheet and showed him how many When I first entered the business world in 1879, the 

hundred thousand dollars we had made that month or United States was producing only one million tons of 

year, “That’s interesting, but show me your cost sheet.” steel a year; now we produce fifty million. Never was
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the opportunity and the reward so great as it now is In the management of my great enterprise I have yet in this reconstruction era. The hardest struggle of all to find fault with any man. If a man is such that you is to be something different from what the average man must find fault with him to get the best out of him he is. I don’t believe in “super-men,” for the world is full is not a man to be desired in an organization. Show of capable men, but it’s the fellow with determination me the man that will do his best under approval, and I - that wins out. 

will show you the man that has within him the ele- Bet on the United States if you must bet at all, for ments for successful going ahead. any good enterprise in this country is worth more than Now, to come back to loyalty. Be loyal to the people SIX or seven per cent. Put your all into any business with whom you associate at the start. When this good which depends for its success on your own brains and Captain Jones came to the end of his life’s work, do you determination to win. Be not fearful in borrowing jot Suppose it was worth more to me than anything money; T have borrowed more money than any other else to have him say: “That is the man that helped 
man in the United States, and on less collateral, me do those things?” Remember always that it will Be sure to go into a business that will keep your in- but attract attention and credit to yourself to share terest, for you can’t handle working men successfully it with those who help you. Be loyal when you start if you only pretend to be interested in them. life, wherever you start. Make your employer feel If I were able to give you whatever I wanted, I would truthfully that you are sincere with him; that you are Wish that you might have a rugged constitution, a de- going to promote his interests; that you are going to sire to work, and the great American characteristic of stand for the things he represents; that you are proud driving onward, 

of being a member of his staff, and there is nothing -\ny man who goes into anything in life and does it that will reap you a richer reward. Loyalty above all! better than the average will have a successful life. If There are other things in life than mere work. I be- he does it worse than the average his life will not be lieve an appreciation of the finer things in life, the successful. And no business can exist in which suc- learning to know the beauties of literature and art and cess cannot be won on that basis. music, will help any man in his career. A man to carry \nother important thing is loyalty. Be loyal. What on a successful business must have imagination. He measure of success | may have won in life I attribute must see things as in a vision, a dream of the whole to the loyalty T had for a dear old friend who was my thing. You can cultivate this faculty only by an ap- first steel master, whom you perhaps have never heard preciation of the finer things in life. No active busi- 
of, Captain Bill Jones. 

ness life, whether it is manufacturing or something Captain Jones was a great mechanic, just a natural else, should prevent: you from enjoying the beauties of genius at mechanical things. No education at all. He life. These finer things will contribute to your success. knew nothing of engineering or chemistry or the sci- Be friendly, When you have friends you will know ences. Now I was thrown in, fortunately, with him, there is somebody who will stand by you. You know ! made up my mind that I could be very useful to that the old saying that if you have a single enemy you will man by learning things that he could not learn, and, find him everywhere, Tt doesn’t pay to make hemes: above all, by being loyal to him and never letting the Lead the life that will make yOu kindly and friendly to world know that the things for which he received ¢vetyone about you, and you will be surprised at what credit were not his own creation, Did you ever stop 4 happy life you will live. to think that a great man in life who has won great ac- I want to tell you a little more about this man Grace, claim and great reputation is the very man who is will. because one often sees the points in a successful life ing to share and give the honor to others in the doing best by analyzing a single individual. I told you of his of the things that made him great? The man that will great faculty of making good, no matter in what po- selfishly stand alone and proclaim that he is the man who sition he was placed. This boy went on and on. Above has done these things never is the man who really did all, he worked hard with the brain that had been them. My own experience is that there is no real effort trained in the university to think and concentrate upon in life that is not done better under encouragement and the subject that he was thinking about until he had approval of your fellow men. A man goes along with reached a satisfactory conclusion. Now, that is the greater confidence. You must learn to let others share great point, to concentrate and think upon the problem with you in that which you are doing, and honor and in mind until you have reached a satisfactory conclu- credit will be reflected upon you for so doing. sion in your own mind, and then finally go ahead. If Marshall Foch, the great commander, once said to you have made a mistake, all tight. Never find fault me, “This great military staff is like an orchestra, and with a man because he has made a mistake. It is only each one fills his place. Each is equally important in @ fool that makes the same mistake the second time. I the functioning of the whole. Tf the baton is in my tell a story of my own experience with Mr. Carnegie, hands it is merely a matter of chance, but we shall see 8 showing what this might mean. to it that each man in this. staff gets recognition for As chief engineer of the works I had just built a 
that which is due.” You never heard a great man say, converting mill. I went to him and said to him: “If “I did this,” or “I will do that.” 

(Continued on page 110)
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THE IMPORTANCE OF COLLOID CHEMISTRY TO INDUSTRY 

By Harry N. Hormes 

Chairman Colloid Committee of the National Research Council. 

Written Especially for the Engineering College Magazines, Associated. All Rights Reserved by E. C. M. A, Except by 

Special Permission. 

There is nothing mysterious about colloids. They of lubrication, agriculture, de-watering oils, purifying 

are not new substances but merely ordinary substances clays, catching offensive or wasted fumes, drying peat, 

with particles of special dimensions, ranging from ap-  de-inking old newspapers, concentrating ores, tanning, 

proximately one to one hundred millionths of a milli- baking, cooking, washing, dyeing, roadmaking, photog- 

meter. Such particles are a little larger than the larg- raphy, water purification, sewage disposal; and one 

est molecules and yet just too small to be seen with de- should know a good deal about colloid chemistry if he 

finite diameter by the microscope. is to manufacture rubber goods, glass, porcelain, enam- 

Colloidal particles, then, are simply aggregates of a els, cements, alloys, fungicides and insecticides, dairy 

few hundred (more or less) 
products, any cellulose ester 

molecules. With a some- . . . : materials, colloidal fuel, 

‘ . : The subject of Colloid Chemistry 1s a partic: 2 4. 

what greater degree of dis- . ; ; 3 gelatine, glues, gas masks, 

3 é . a ularly live one this semester at the University : ; 

persion colloidal suspensions : : 
adsorbent gels, paints, var 

of Wisconsin. 
> i : 

become true solutions. On 
. nishes, soap, inks, oils, pen- 

. Professor The Svedberg, of the Univer- ‘ 

the other hand when these 5 . : : cils, and crayons. 

A ‘ . sity of Upsala, international authority on es - : 

colloidal units or aggregates : ¥ " 4 ‘i Theory and practice must 

. a Colloid Chemistry, will be in residence at 8 ~ . 

coalesce into still larger ag- j ‘ go hand in hand. For ex- 

the University from February 1st to August . 1 

gregates, they may be pre- 
: ample, wetting power—the 

ig ie 5th. He has been brought here to stimulate fe eoea 

cipitated from  suspenston. : : ; . : ability of a liquid to wet a 

. interest in research in colloid chemistry and ar 

Unless such coagulated ma- sp & : 5 ca hi solid—is a property made 

se to assist in the solution of scientific problems ‘ : i 

terial becomes distinctly : 7 : 3 rays use of in many technical 

‘ having a colloidal bearing. His activities are . 

crystalline on standing, we -— processes, and one may 

: : faa not to be limited to any one department. : : 

are in the habit of calling it : : blunder along in the applica- 

‘ : From June 12th to r5th inclusive a Na- ‘ . , 

colloidal, as in the case of ‘ z ‘ a i tion without adequate theory 

tional Symposium on Colloid Chemisitry will . ‘ 

cheese for example. : : : 5 . as a foundation. Nuttall 

2 . be held at this University. This Symposium ‘ ‘ . 

From the _ theoretical fi , : ‘ (J. Soc. Chem. Ind. 39, 7-73 

iy ern will consist of the presentation and discus- 3 : . 

standpoint, the chemist is in- . Soi 1920) discusses this sub- 

: : sion of about twenty-five original papers. . . - 

terested in such topics as az a ject very clearly, For a li- 

. : These papers will be presented in person by : a, 

the preparation of colloids, . : : : quid to spread easily in a 

5 * the leading colloid chemists of the United a oa < 

their electric charge, coagu- 
thin film on a solid the li- 

: Be epheyn. : States and Canada. : 

lation, peptization, protective 
i quid must have a low sur- 

action, dialysis and diffu- 
face tension, a low  inter- 

sion, gel structure, surface tension, emulsions, viscosity, facial tension, and perhaps a high surface viscocity. So- 

adsorption of gases, adsorption from solution and many lutions of alkali soaps, with their low surface tension, 

others. 
have high wetting powers. But a solution of saponin 

All the sciences, even astronomy, dealing with the with a comparatively high surface tension has excellent 

colloidal dust of comet’s tails, are dependent upon col. wetting powers due to its high surface viscosity. A 1% 

loid chemistry for their full development. Physics with solution of saponin wets a sheet of paraffin although 

its surface energy problems, geology with diffusion @ 5% solution of soap does not. 

through gelatinous silicic acid and fine powders, biology Substances that lower surface tension, concentrate 

with hydrated plant and animal tissues, medicine with at surfaces or interfaces, sometimes in a film with the 

the study of hydration and diffusion in body tissues and properties of a plastic solid as in the case of saponin. 

peptization by digestive juices, engineering with count- These films tend to prevent mixture and running to- 

less colloid problems to solve—all eagerly watch the gether to form drops. 

rapid growth of the young sciences of colloid chemistry. Thus saponin is a good emulsifying agent, as in an 

The applications to the industries are almost univer- alkali soap, but for a different reason. The plastic film 

sal, although all manufacturers are not yet familiar formed at the oil water interface interferes with the 

with this fact. When research chemists demonstrate coalescence of drops. In milk the globules of fat are 

convincingly to their employers the basic connection be- surrounded by a tenacious coating of adsorbed protein. 

tween colloid chemistry and industry, our manufac- Foaming usually, but not always, parallels high wet- 

turers will finally come to a proper appreciation of the ting power. Saponin foams are merely plastic films re- 

financial importance of this growing science. sembling the “armor-plated” flotation froths. 

Colloid chemistry is closely related to the problems In flotation of ores we depend upon the fact that a
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little added oil wets the small particles of the valuable droplet charge is almost neutralized by addition of a metallic sulfide better than does water, while the reverse suitable salt, the emulsion may become so unstable that is true for the particles of “gangue” or waste rock. filtration through proper material will completely sep- Thus. when finely ground ore is beaten with water arate oil from water, carrying a very little of some special oil, the films of oil Lubricating greases are emulsions of 3-5% water in in the froth wet and float the copper sulfide (or other a soap oil system. The soap, usually a calcium soap, valuable sulfide). The froth is stabilized and stiffened although aluminum soaps are also in use, is dissolved by presence of this plastic film of sulfide particles. Re- in the hot oil, a heavy petroleum fraction. The mix- moval of the froth gives a concentrate far richer than ture is stirred while cooling, and the water added below the original ore. Of course the gangue, being prefer- 100°, Separation of oil from soap on long standing is entially wet by water, sinks to the bottom of the tank. checked by the presence of water droplets. It is prob- Quartz particles may be wetted even more readily by able that some alkali soap is added to increase the vis- water if a little acid or base be added. This may be cosity of the water droplets. Cheaper greases are made due to adsorption of hydrogen ion or of hydroxi ion. by the use of soaps of the resin acids. Since 60,000,000 tons of low grade ores are “floated” Nuttal, in his fine paper already referred to, points annually, it is evident that the topic of “preferential out that a disinfectant must wet the surface it is in- wetting” is worthy of study. Now it is proposed that tended to disinfect. Chick and Martin (J. Hygiene, 8, fine particles of coal be separated from ash, or waste 698-703) believe that with coal tar disinfectants the rock waste, by the use of a solution wetting the two bacteria are adsorbed on the emulsified particles of the materials in different degree. tar acid, thus being brought into contact with disinfec- Emulsions are dispersions of one liquid in another tant in a most concentrated form. Sprays must wet and are simply made by suitable mechanical agitation green leaves. “By incorporating an oil emulsion with of the two liquids. However, the tendency of the two the dip, and thus ensuring high wetting power, Cooper liquids to form two drops or layers thus presenting the showed that it was possible materially to reduce the minimum of surface is so great that to prevent coales- sodium arsenite content of the dip and yet ensure the cence of minute drops a third substance called an “emul- destruction alone of the tick without injury to the cat- sifying agent” must be present. As a rule the emulsi- tle. This application alone of wetting power has been fying agent is colloidally dispersed in one of the liquids; instrumental in clearing large tracts of tick-infested for example, an allali soap in water. Such alkali soaps country in various parts of the world.” aid emulsification by lowering the surface tension of the Wetting power has been discussed here in some de- water as well as by forming concentration films around tail as an illustration of what any chapter in colloid the oil globules. Saponin, on the other hand, is a good chemistry may lead to if applied as carefully. Space emulsifying agent, in spite of the comparatively high Jacks for an adequate discussion of the enormously im- surface tension of its aqueous solutions, because it con- portant topic of adsorpotion. centrates at the oil-water interface to form a plastic Adsorption of toxic gases by cocoanut charcoal is film. . 

familiar to all after the experiences of the great war. With alkaline earth soaps the oil is not dispersed in Yet the application of the principles of gas adsorption drops in water (the usual type of emulsions), but water by activated carbon, silica gel, etc., is now a peace time is dispersed jin drops throughout the oil (the unusual matter of great commercial importance.  Silicic acid, type. a water-in-oil emulsion). This is because alkaline formed as a gel, washed and dried to a content of 18% carth soaps are more soluble in oil than water. A rule or less, is a glassy material shot through with innumer- applicable here is that if the emulsifying agent is more able capillary pores of diameter not much greater than readily peptized by liquid A than by liquid B, it will be that of molecules. In these capillary pores gases are B that is dispersed in drops. This is even true in the brought well within the range of molecular attractive case of insoluble fine powders which are more readily forces and so are held or “adsorbed.” ‘This adsorption is wet by A than by B. 
preferential for various gases but it may be mentioned Industry needs emulsions and makes them, but in- that such a “gel” is a powerful dryer, that it removes dustry is also concerned with breaking certain annoying gasoline from casing head gas, and that it removes ob- * emulsions. To attack such a problem one must first noxious sulfur compounds from crude petroleum, thus learn what the emulsifying agent is. It may be a soap, suggesting the possibility of dispensing with the costly a glue, a gum, a fine-grained sludge or a sulfonated oil, sulfuric acid treatment in refining petroleum. It any event it must be removed or converted into some The power of silica gel to adsorb sulfur dioxide and other substance. Addition of acid to a soap is effective the oxides of nitrogen suggests its use in connection because this liberates the fatty acid, a poor emulsifying with the Gay-Lussac tower of a sulfuric acid plant. agent. A dehydrating agent may ruin the effectiveness ‘The use of fuller’s earth in oil refining is an applica- of a highly hydrated emulsifying agent. Since oil par- tion of adsorption, as is the use of bone char in decol- ticles carry a negative charge of electricity, they may orizing the syrups in sugar refining. coalesce if this charge is neutralized by ions of high The physical condition of the soil—its colloid con- positive charge such as APO or Fe***, Also, if the tent—have everything to do with its power to retain
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water—to hold, and adsorb the fertilizing salts so vital greatly limit the period of usefulness of glued woods; 

to plant growth. 
they weaken too soon. 

According to W. B. Hardy, a good lubricating film Metals and alloys at a certain stage of their existence 

must be powerfully adsorbed by the bearing surfaces. are in a colloidal state, and, although this stage may be 

Otherwise the film will tear away in spots and seizure brief, a portion of the metal or alloy tends to remain 

of the metal surfaces may result. It is an interesting in the colloidal state and exert a powerful influence upon 

fact that Southcombe and Wells found the addition of the physical properties of the final solid mass. (Al 

1% of the free fatty acids of rape oil, for example, to exander). 

a petroleum lubricant added as much to the effective These few applications of colloid chemistry may serve 

lubrication as addition of more than 1o% of neutral as an incentive to further reading. For such reading I 

rape oil itself. This must mean a superior lowering urge the purchase (at a small price, fortunately ) of the 

of the interfacial tension between oil and metal. Of ‘First, Second, and Third Reports on Colloid Chemis- 

course a very low interfacial tension is necessary to try and its General and Industrial Applications.” These 

film formation and penetration to all parts of the lu. are issued by the British Association for the Advance- 

bricated surfaces. 
ment of Science. A fourth report is in press and a 

Many wheats (as California wheat, for example) fifth in preparation. 

yield weak gluten flours. Such gluten in the bread For further reading the following books are sug- 

dough does not stretch well enough for a good loaf, gested : 

and admixture with a strong gluten flour is necessary. Wiley and Sons Laboratory Manual of Colloid Chem- 

The protein of corn, rye, and other grains is “weak” in istry is planned as a self-teaching book, containing much 

the sense that it does not permit the manufacture of a text discussion and explanation. 

satisfactory light, porous loaf. The colloid chemist who A beginner in this subject will do well to read Jerome 

can so change the physical condition of corn or rye or Alexander’s little introduction, “Colloid Chemistry,” or 

oat protein that it will stretch like the best wheat gluten Hatschek’s “Introduction to the Physics and Chemistry 

will add untold wealth to the world and have much to of Colloids” or Zsignondy’s “The Chemistry of Col- 

do with checking famines. 
loids.” 

The de-inking of old newspapers is a conservation More advanced readers should have Bancroft’s “Ap- 

measure of first importance. S. D. Wells reports that plied Colloid Chemistry and Martin Fischer’s “Soaps 

this may be done successfully and the pulp worked and Proteis: 

over into paper. It is easy to loosen the carbon by dis- OO 

solving the varnish with alkali but unfortunately the LOWETH TALKS ON ENGINEERING SOCIETIES 

paper fibers enmesh the loosened carbon. However, by “The young engineer should first join the local en- 

adding to wet pulp some Wyoming bentonite, a highly gineering society ; later, when he can afford it, he should 

colloidal “transported, volcanic ash”, the carbon will be become a member of one of the national socicties,” 

adsorbed by the clay rather than by the paper. This said Charles F. Loweth, chief engineer of the Chicago, 

bentonite is so finely divided that a water suspension of Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, and president of the 

it passes thru a filter paper even though it carry the EE American Society of Civil 

carbon with it. Over 7,000 tons of newspaper are ff 7 R Engineers, speaking before 

printed daily. 
es G ) the Engineering Society of 

Sheppard and Bates have invented a process for pep- WoL} Wisconsin and the Technical 

tizing (subdividing colloidal size of particle) powdered fot Club of Madison, meeting in 

coal in fuel oil. The coal, even the worst grades, is pul- sum) p joint session, on the evening 

verized until 95% will go through a 100 mesh _ sieve Gare Hf] of February 23.0 

and 85% through a 200 mesh sieve. Stirred with fuel bp Re Mf, “There was a time when 

oil carrying less than 1% of the peptizing agent, a re- Wy é | Wil) ee membership ah the national 

markably stable liquid suspension is obtained. As much Bre “ societies carried with it some 

as 40% of it may be coal and yet it is so fluid that it can Cc. F. Lowertt decidedly attractive perquis- 

be sprayed like fuel oil and burned under boilers. This | |. : : ites,” Mr. Loweth stated, and 

“colloidal fuel” would be excellent for ships, partly be- cited in evidence a meeting of the American Society of 

cause the fire hazard is less than that of oil. As the Civil Engineers, held in the Twin Cities along about 

fuel is heavier than water a sprayed liquid is so good 1883, at which meeting passes over all the roads entering 

that the lowest grade coals, even lignite, can be utilized. the Twin Cities—passes good for the remainder of the 

‘All glues are hydrated colloids; hence, when dry they year—were furnished to every member of the society. 

tend to take up water from moist air and thus weaken. But those days are gone forever; today the young engi- 

So to change these glues so that they will not rehydrate neer gets more immediate benefit from the local society 

after drying and yet will retain their adhesive power because it is possible for him to attend its mectings and 

is a problem of vast importance. Large timbers are become acquainted with the engineers who are practic- 

becoming scarcer and we are being forced to the use of 8 ™ his vicinity. 

timbers built up from smaller pieces. Present-day glues (Continued on page 106)
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|: EDITORIALS - | 
i ACEC CCC CO CoCo TTT a 

THE CASE OF The hesitation and uncertainty with duty; he is interfering with the activities of the col- POLYGON which plans for this year’s Parade lege. We want a Polygon that produces results. went forward has focused attention upon the college 
executive committee known as “Polygon”. The parade 
resulted, not through the efforts of Polygon, but through The world demands men and women who can think the activity of individuals here and there in the college independently rather than those who can think only as who wanted to see the Parade a success. Polygon has taught. The world progresses by development of new been a dead organization this year, ideas rather than by the continued application of old When Polygon was organized a couple of years ago, ones.—Dean Cooley, Michigan. - we congratulated ourselves that we had provided leader- 
ship for our college activities, Polygon was to see that 
our mixers, dances, parades, and minstrel shows were THE ENGINEER What a difference there is be- properly organized and carried out. Judging from OF AFFAIRS tween the Engineer of today—a events of this year, however, an important element was man of wide interests and activities—and the Engineer omitted when Polygon was put together ; it may look of former years—essentially a technician. And this ex- like a good machine, but it lacks a self-starter ; it doesn’t panded mental outlook is. still growing; business, poli- function. Unlike the Ford of the funny man’s imagina- tics and economics are claiming a share of his time and tion, it can’t run on its reputation alone for the very attention, are encroaching upon the former isolation of good reason that it hasn’t any reputation worth men- pis position. 
toning. 

We believe this increasing interest in general affairs \n investigation shows that Polygon’s trouble seems to be a healthful indication. The Engineer is better to be the result of indifference upon the part of officers equipped to attack many of the pressing problems of duly elected. There is a president and secretary-treas- public life than is the politically placed official who urcr. Both were in school during the first semester, but holds his position by virtue of almost everything but neither one seems to have felt any responsibility about directed ability, calling meetings, although the constitution of Polygon A friend of progress, yet realizing that true progress specifically states that the president shall call meetings consists not alone in doing something a new way but and that the secretary shall act as president if the latter in doing the thing in a better way, the Engineer moves is unable to do so. Both men will have to shoulder the forward with sureness and certainty. responsibility for the inaction of Polygon, although the Possessed, by training, of power of analysis, schooled other members are not blameless in the matter, , . é . a in the exercise of careful judgment and sound common We need the leadership in the college that Polygon sense, the Engineer is not likely to be deceived by could supply. Can the organization be made to fune- specious argument or gilded sophistry. He can be a tion? We think it can, but it will mean that the mem- man valuable to any community for his able public bers of Polygon must be selected because of their in- activity as well as for his more restricted professional terest in college affairs, their knowledge of available worl, f executive talent in the college, and their own executive 
ability. Membership in Polygon should not be wished 
upon a man who is not interested in it, nor passed out From bottom to top, our education is suffering from to someone to swell his list of honors. It’s a working gkindergarten ideas. The American student has been job that requires workmen of energy and talent. accustomed to too much help. He relics on the teacher The members of Polygon are appointed by the en- to such a degree as to lessen the teacher's efficiency. gineering societies, a junior and a senior from each so- He has been so coddled in the early years of his school- ciety. The failure of Polygon to function goes back to ing that when he comes to take up professional educa- these societies. They should choose their representatives tion and wants to work hard he often does not know for their ability to do things that a member of Polygon how to do so if he would. Our army experiences in should do. There is no lack of leaders in the college; this respect were appalling. Thousands of American it is merely a matter of recognizing them and getting lives were lost in the last war because men who were them on the job. The president of an engineering so- otherwise qualified to be artillery officers could not do ciety who appoints members to Polygon without careful sums in logarithms straight unless they had a professor consideration of their qualifications is derelict in his to help them.—President Hadley, Yale.
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SELLING THE Some of the big manufacturing mote the activities of the students of the College of En- 

TERM ENGINEER = companies have been selling engi- gineering of the University of Wisconsin. . ‘ 

neering to the students of engineering colleges through Art. 3. The membership shall be limited to a junior and 

: r ’ i a senior member from each engineering society. If a mem- 

the medium of unusually thoughtful and illuminating jer pe a junior on election he will continue as a member 

advertisements placed in the college magazines. Now for two years. These members shall be elected by the so- 

we find the same type of advertisement—sometimes the  cieties. 

jdentical advertisement—displayed in the pages of pop- “ae oe officers shall consist of a president and a 

¥ a “ 4 a tne secretary-treasurer. 

ular magazines. The term engineer” is being sold to ce 1 ‘The duties of the president shall be to 

the public by these progressive and far-seeing com- conduct all meetings, appoint such committees as 

panies, 
are necessary, and to call meetings. 

Engineers often complain that their accomplishments Sect. 2. The duties of the secretary-treasurer 

do not receive a full measure of public recognition and shall be to take care of finances, to take minutes 

appreciation. One of the things that must precede such at meetings, to take care of all records, and to 

aah woe . _ act as president if at any time that member should 

recognition and appreciation is to educate the public to Bé tinable to acti 

understand the functions of an engineer and when his Art. 5. The constitution shall be ratified by the majority 

services are needed. of the engineering societies and likewise shall cease to 

The public knows what a physician is and when he is function if the majority of these societies so desire at any 

to be consulted. The lawyer, likewise, has an estab- time. cos 

lished place. But the engineer is an unknown yet. The Sect. 1. Amendments to the constitution must 

es g . : be approved by three-fourths of the members at 

condition is readily explained: The engineer does not, the meeting following its proposal. 

as a rule, work for an individual; he works for a big Art, 6. Regular meetings shall be held the fourth Tues- 

company or for one of the many branches of govern- day of every month. 

ment. The average citizen does not call upon him for Sect. 1. Special meetings shall be called at the 

: discretion of the officers. 

personal service and, therefore, docs not understand Sect. 2, Nine members shall be necessary for a 

him. quorum. 

The men who are preparing the publicity for the big Art. 7. Election of officers shall be held at the last reg- 

engineering companies are to be commended for a ular meeting of the school year. 

work that is bound to have a beneficial effect upon the Approved, 

‘ i : 
F, E. TURNEAURE, Dean, 

engineering profession. (Signed) 

caine 
RALPH E, HANTSZCH, 

ENCOURAGING Ludwig Martens, former Soviet Chairman A. I. E. E. 

THE RUSSIAN reptesentative in the United States, TTT 

sian patent office. Instead of carrying out the Spit A gathering of engineering students from all parts 

of the Soviet law, which gives the government claim on oF the country for the purpose of discussing literary 

all Patents, he is attempting so to interpret it that the matters sounds like an anomaly, but such a gathering 

individual inventor may reap some personal profit. This was held at the University of Illinois on February 16 

indicates that a system of government ownership of all and 17. It was the second annual eonvention of the 

property and rights, which denies an inventor a pet- ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES, ASSO- 

sonal profit from his invention is not practicable. It i8 CIATED. About twenty-five delegates were present to 

to be assumed that the system has not tended to a satis- represent fourteen magazines. ‘The meeting was pre- 

factory advance in science and industry —E. D. L. sided over by Professor Leslie F. Van Hagan, advisory 

——— editor of the Wisconsin Engineer and vice chairman of 

THE CONSTITUTION OF POLYGON the association. 

The obvious lack of leadership in the College of En- The following magazines were represented: 

gineering during the current year has called forth The Transit—University of Iowa. 

numerous cries of “What is the matter with Polygon ?” The Michigan Technic 

From the newer men comes another cry: “What is The Virginia Journal of Engineering 

Polygon?” Polygon is an organization, created, we are The Wisconsin Engineer 

told, to act as a director and co-ordinator of our col- The Technograph—University of Illinois 

lege activities. It has always been surrounded with Tech Engincering News—Mass. Inst. of Technology 

more or less mystery; it seems to be time to bring it Princeton News Letter 

out into the light so that we can examine it and deter- Towa Engineer—Iowa State College 

_ mine why it doesn’t function. As a step in that di- Rose Technic—Rose Polytechnic Institute 

rection we are presenting herewith the constitution of Colorado Engineer—University of Colorado 

the organization. ee Nebraska Blue Print 

Art. 1. The name of the organization shall be “The Poly- Minnesota Technolog 

gon.” 
Ohio State Engineer 

Art. 2. The purpose of the organization shall be to pro- Penn State Engineer
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ttt Hag * | | THE BADGER STUDIO | | 

: 
: . 

. (Portrait Photographers) f 

| NOW READY FOR BUSINESS IN OUR NEW LOCATION | ! AT i . i j 17 West Main St. j | i SERVICE-:COURTEOUS TREATMENT-:QUALITY i ! | Bt ttt AR tt 
That articles in college magazines should not be too The following officers were chosen to take office on technical in character seemed to be the consensus of May 1: Chairman, Professor Edwin B. Kurtz of the those present. The present policy of the magazines in Iowa Engineer ; vice-chairman of the eastern group, selecting material that dovetails in between the pop- Forrest G. Harmon of Tech Engineering News; vice- ular science type on the one hand and the standard chairman of the western group, S. H. Ruggles of Ohio engineering journal type on the other hand was up- State Engineer. The election of Professor Bane is of held. Experience was cited to indicate that if. the interest to Wisconsin men as he is a Wisconsin product, magazines attempt to be strictly technical they will not having been graduated from the course in electrical be read and supported by the student body. The need engineering in 17. While in college he was interested for a touch of humor in the college magazine was gen- in college journalism and was a member of the staff erally conceded although there was difference of opin- of the Wisconsin Engineer. 

ion as to the form such humor should take. —__——___ A plea for improvement in the editorial column was LOWETH TALKS ON ENGINEERING SOCIETIES made by Professor Van Hagan, who criticized the Stig sation! andi oe contin? x recognized tendency of college editors to write “up- wal Me 7 7 ee - g. ae e, an lift” editorials, of the “Let us then be up and doing” against them at the saan Gee Tae sia na 
wee tne pega will not ‘rouble himself C= leaders in technical progress as is deameearea by the 
sermonettes by his class-mates,” he said; “they are vat ‘off thes danced Sauied f Cat met ” more apt to be interested in editorial comment upon producing aL een thar are sie spicctonl alentinn’ matters that have a news flavor. Try your hand at i é ac interpreting events of interest to engineers. Make your tr seal and’ an by its rercareh in me oe had editorial page more attractive than the funny column,— tiga tia ed. sivgsees and the, beaning outs eae if you can.” 

yf ee . 
‘ 3 ns “ z ‘ 1 oe f th serie “The activities of the societies in matters of human The engineering college magazines 0 € presen interest have not been sO prominent as they might have 
day are noticeably better written than those of ten or been, perhaps,” said the speaker, “but a great deal has ” oat ; + aye: , » Sa ; a fwenty years ago,” said Professor C. C. Williams, ot been done.” The investigation into the employment and 
Illinois, at the banquet on Saturday evening. “The compensation of engineers made about fete Fears ago earlier numbers of the magazines carried excellent tech- and the recent study of fisensing wf eigiiigers were nical matter, but the writing was not so good as writ- mentioned as illustrative of what has been accom. ing of today.” 

plished, 

tt ; r ee 

1 | | 21361 REJECTED IN 1922 I] Make Your Home at i BY THE 
The | | : 

: 
| 

| NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO. j | = 

z 3 

2 

i | | New Snowflake Waffle i | YET, some people seem to think they can buy I i 
i 7 Life Insurance whenever they want it. NOT a ® 
: 

fe ann me | | Kitchen and Lunch Room | : 
| < j 

i Apply for yours while physically fit i i Also known as the : 
z 3 

2 
| O. E. HEISE, Agent ! | Little White Church Around the Corner | PHONE FAIRCHILD 2778 i 1114 W. Dayton St. 
a 
a
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Movie directors, please copy 
I fiction and the movies all college men natu- 

rally fall into two groups. Those who pass 

their days and nights ‘Rah! Rah!’’-ing and 

snake-dancing; and those who never appear | 

except with evening clothes—and cane. 

The man who works his way through college 

simply doesn’t figure. 

Taking care of a furnace, running a laundry, 

waiting on table, tutoring, covering for a city 

: paper, working in shop or office in vacation— 

all this may be lacking in romantic appeal, but 

it is an essential part of the college picture. | 

And avaluable part. The whole college is 

the gainer for the earnestness of men who want 

their education that hard. 

Valuable to the college, but even more to the 

men who travel this rough going. They learn 

Published in an important lesson in Applied Economics— 

the interest of Elec-. the amount of sweat a ten dollar bill represents. 

trical Development by Tf you are one of them you may sometimes : 

an Institution that will feel that you are missing a good deal of worth- : 
be helped by what- ‘ i. 
ever helps the while college life. If you are not, you may be 

Industry. missing a good deal, too. 

aA p > 

Western Electric Company | 
Since 1869 makers and distributors of electrical equipment | 

Number 27 of a series 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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CIVILS Smith Inc. Residence: 121 South Summit Street, Dayton, M. S. Douglas, ¢ ’22, who has been with H. Schmidt & Ohio. 

Son in contracting, has started to work with the Milwaukee I. F. Waterman, c ’12, is Assistant Professor of Mechan- Sewage Commission on February 16, 1923. ics and Materials at the Oregon State Agricultural Col- V. G. McGraw, ¢ ’20, is structural engineer with J. E. R. lege, at Corvallis. Address: 234 N. 29th St., Corvallis, Carpenter, architects, at New York City. Address: 81 Ore. 
Forley St., Elmhurst, L. I. Clement T. Wiskocil, ¢ 12, 

Finley L. Fishbeck, c 719 is in the warehousing business CE 13, assistant professor of with his father and brother at Terra Haute, Indiana. Resi- civil engineering: at the Uni- Fay dence: 1100 South Center Street. He writes under date of  Versity of California, who has | a4, February 10 as follows: been making some tests for the oe oN “It has been over a year Pacific Coast Steel Co., is pic- Hy es) 
we. 2x since I have done any engi- tured with some of his _test ay “ ae os Hae neering work but every day specimens in the January issue mG 
4) yee | something comes up _ that of the California Engineer. \ v é a tee reminds me of my univers- W. H. Curwen, £ il is High- ; 1 OA ity connections. The other way Engineer with the U. S. ‘ Z A day C, D. Stone, a Wiscon- Bureau of Public Roads, at 
- poe sin Commerce man dropped Denver, Colo. Address: 1540 La 

Eg in on me. He is connected Logan St., Denver. . . pl al i ee with The Linde Air Prod- J. C. Beece, ¢ ’10, is engineer “a ag ucts Company of New York and manager of the Glen Lake 
| A bod and we are handling this Irrigation District, at Eureka, 
Fa ay distribution of oxygen in Mont. | ; | 

} a and around Terre Haute J. A. Pierce, ¢ 710, is man- ‘ nT | thru our warehouse. ager of the Riverside Branch A 
’ ae ‘@y 8 : “In addition to the ware- of the Fisk Tire Company, at e Vi‘ Li A 

_ Webs house business my brother Riverside, Cal. Address: 440 ~ \ f \ Finney Fispeck ad th f ‘d W. 8th St., Riverside, Cal. cP eag  O, Pape an Wee Ste ee John W. Bach, ¢ °09, is with |SBe\S=—S7 ge company called the Wabash Valley Sales Company. 2 ? £ a Vien We are doing a wholesale jobbing business in mo- the Mead-Balch Construc- |i Re i ah tor oil and flour. We have two salesmen giving tion company. Business address ons . their full time to this and altho we have only been 441 Postal Station Building, C. T. Wisxocr. organized eight months, we are doing nicely and Indianapolis, Indiana. . . . . have great expectations for the future. George Ho. Lautz, ¢ 08, is now assistant chief engineer of “T seem to be a long way from engineering work the U. Ss. Forest Service. Business address: U. S. Forest 
but I shall never regret the technical training and Service, Washington, D.C. . Lo. P . if I were to go to school again, I believe that I Howard A. Parker, ¢ ’08, is Principal Assistant Engineer 
would take the same course with a little more stress with the Spavinaw Water Supply Company, of Tulsa, Okla. on the commerce studies. Sylvester Schattschneider, c 05, is associate manager of “I hope to take a trip to Madison this spring the Group Insurance Department, Prudential Insurance and see my friends again. One thing that I have Company, of America. Address: 148 Hillside Ave., Ne- always noticed among the Wisconsin men is that wark, N. J. 
they are always “boosting” for Wisconsin and al- R. H. Whinery, ¢ ’05, is an engineer and contractor at ways think “When we go back to Madison.” Los Angeles, Cal. Address: 4527 St. Charles Road, Los “The Wisconsin Engineer continues to show im- Angeles, Cal. 
provement every year, The alumni section of the Eugene A. Balsley, c ’02, formerly with the American engineer is almost the only connection we have Bridge Company, has opened an office with Albert E. Fisk with our classmates and I certainly approve of the under the name of Balsley and Fisk, for the practice of Way you are keeping this up.” consulting engineering. 

N. A. Saigh, ¢ ’15, is head of the N. A. Saigh Company, William G. Kirchoffer, c ’97, C. E. ’01, consulting engineer Engineers and General Contractors, at San Antonio, Texas. jy sanitary and hydraulic practice with an office in Madi- Address: 202 Gibbs Bldg., San Antonio, Tex. son, was elected vice-president of the Engineering Society W. I. Gettelman, ¢ 14, is City Engineer of the city of of Wisconsin at the convention held in Madison on Feb- Minot, N. Dak. Address: City Engineer’s office, Minot, ruary 22, 23, and 24, N. Dak. 
CHEMICALS Herman Larson, ¢ ’13, is a member of the Municipal Con- Waldemar Velguth, ch ’20, is metallographer with the struction Company, General Contractors, of Boonville, Ind. Buick Motor Company. Residence: 619 Newall Street East, The company is now beginning work on 26 miles of high- Flint, Michigan, way in Warrick County, Ind. Ronald I. Drake, ch. ’20, is chemical engineer in the de- Richard H. Merkel, ¢ ’12, is engineer with Frank Hill velopment division of the Western Electric Company, Haw-
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thorne Station, Chicago, Ill. Address: 4706 W. Harrison MECHANICALS 

511, Chicago, Minois. ‘ & . T. B. Maxfield, m ’22, is production clerk with the Gen- 

Ww. T. Cushing, ch. ’11, is sales engineer for the Norton eral Electric Company, at Schenectady, N. Y. Address: 

as Residence: 704 Oakland Avenue, Birmingham, pp, 8, Box 12, Schenectady, N. Y. 

E 7 Spiliger, 2 09, is eastern manager of the Heine Irving Willis, m ’21, at the beginning of the current se- 

Chimney Company. Business address: Suite 1936, 30 mester, accepted a position as teacher of mathematics in 

Church Street, New York City. the University of North Dakota, University Station, Grand 

Wilfred C. Parker, g ’06, is vice-president and treasurer Forks, N. D. 

of the Mueller and Son Company. Business address: The C. W. Burgess, m ’19, is in the brass and bronze foundry 

Mueller and Son Company, 361-389 Canal Street, Milwaukee, industry. Address: Care of Y. M. C. A., Los Angeles, Cal. 

Wisconsin. 
G. B. Warren, m 719, sending in |p); 7g 

James I. Bush, g¢ ’06, is vice-president of the Equitable his subscription to the WISCON- | tio 

Trust Company of New York. Business address: 37 Wall SIN ENGINEER, gives an inter- Dies 

Street, New York City. esting account of a gathering of Bia 

ELECTRICALS Wisconsin Alumni at Schenactady, el i 

Hi. S. Mansfield, e ’22, is assistant examiner, U. S. Patent Joe January 31. He ‘writes, a8 fol- Zz 

Office at Washington, D. C. Address: 1842 Calvert St, Quy “We had a mixed alumni 1] ig 
, 1g ’ , 

aa 

5 
club dinner here on Wednesday, |: “fog 

N. W., Washington, D. C. to which each member who could , ae 
7 ‘ fas . 

ou he. Fee 

W. C. Lallier, e ’22, is transmission engineer for the eome was invited to bring either 5 Sie : 

Wisconsin Telephone Company. Business address: 418 his wife or a guest. We are hap- co Ge 

Broadway (8th floor), Milwaukee, Wisconsin. py to say that it was a real suc- .|awme 1] pn 

George J. Flatman, e 21, is an engineering inspector. cess, and that those who attended oe YY hp i 

Residence address: 214 Madison Avenue, Dixon, Illinois. were eager to stage another iy * ay 

W. E. Blowney, e ’20, is with the Turbine Engineering affair in the near future. The | eae 

Department of the General Electric Company, at Schenec- following members were there: 

tady, N. Y. Address: 149 Glenwood Blvd., Schenectady, M. C. Olson, e ’99, F. H. Blood, e Gen B. WARREN 

N.Y. 
04, D. K. Frost, e ’04, C. A. Hansen, ch 705, E. C. Griswold, 

Everett L. Cole, e ’18, is sales engineer (Spokane Terri- ¢ 709, E. S. Henningsen, e ’12, E, Horstkrotte, e, 12, L. A. 

tory) for the Edwards Ice Machine & Supply Company of Norris EE ’12, G. B. Warren, m 719, W E. Blowney, e ’20, 

Seattle, Washington. Business address: 2223 First Avenue H. D. Taylor, m ’21, J. S. Baker, e ’22, P. Heins, e ’22, R. 

South, Seattle. 5 Kellogg, m ’22, T. B. Maxfield, m ’22, D. McLenegan, m °21. 

Frederick Livingston Re Qua, e °18, is welding engineer Thomas N. Gilder, m ’16, is assistant valuation engineer 

for the Re Qua-Wearst Company. Business address: 270 of the Portland Railway Light and Power Company. Busi- 

Tehema Street, San Francisco, California. ness address: Portland, Oregon. 

A. W. Gower, e "17, is captain, U. S. Infantry, at the Rudolph Michel, m ’16, is assistant professor of engineer- 

Post Signal Office, Fort Bliss, Texas. Address: Quarters ing drawing at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, 

41, Fort Bliss. 
Va. 

5 ‘ . 

Edwin B. Kurtz, e ’17, who is J. A. Bickelhaupt, m 714, is Southern Manager of the 

a member of the faculty of Iowa pit pure Des Moi Steel C Rich cee 

State College, was elected chair- : sburg-Des oines eel Co, at Richmond, Va. Address: 

os man of the Engineering College 610 Floyd Ave., Richmond, Ne 

. “te Magazines Associated at the an- Roger 8. Moore, m ’11, is efficiency engineer for the Chi- 

e nual convention of the associa- cago By-Product Coke Company. Address: 851 Washing- 

tion which was held at Urbana ton Blvd., Apt. “A”, Oak Park, Ill. 

on February 16 and 17. Elmer H. Whittaker, m 09, is engaged in contracting. 

me Verle E. Williams, E. E. 715, Home address: “Los Qules” Hollister Avenue, Santa Bar- 

is industrial engineer with bara, Caliifornia. 

” the Forest Products Engineering Russel W. Hargrave, m ’98, is in charge of tool produc- 

Company. Business address: 431 tion with the De Laval Separator Company, at Poughkeep- 

FE. B. Kurrz South Dearborn Street, Suite No. sie, N. Y. Address: Arlington, N. Y. 

511, Chicago, Illinois. Christian Hinrichs, m ’90, consulting engineer, gives his 

Carrington H. Stone, e ’15, is engineer with the Western business address as Todd Dry Dock and Construction Cor- 

Electric Company at the Hawthorne plant. Residence ad- poration, Tacoma, Washington. 

dress: 5726 Maryland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 
; . 3 MINERS 

Edmund Ryan, e 714, is farming and gives his home ad- | . . 

dress as Castle Rock, Washington, Route 3. Ww. F. Uhlig, min 22. may be reached temporarily at 1826 

Alvin E. Meinicke, e 710, is supervisor of power line pro- Lewis St., Marinette, Wis: . 

tection, with the Illinois Bell Telephone Company, at Chi- C. A, Larson, min '22, and M. H. Howes, min 23, are at 

cago. Address: 4422 N. Lincoln St., Chicago, Tl. Jerome, Ariz., having entered a training course with the 

Frederick F. Farnham, e’ 09, assistant superintendent of United Verde Mining Company. . 

foundries of the American Bridge Company, lives in Fair R. L. Jourdan, min ’22, is with the Utah Copper Com- 

Oaks, Pennsylvania. 
pany, at Garfield, Utah. 

H. E. MeWethy, ¢ ’09, is street railway engineer of the William G. Pearsoll, min °11, is working on the explora- 

Minnesota Railroad and W. H. S. E. Commission. Business tion and development of iron ore properties at Ironton, 

address: State Capitol, St. Paul, Minnesota. Minn. Address: Derwood, Minn. 

Raymond J. Hardacker, e 06, is an electrical engineer Hi. L. Welsh, min 710, is consulting mining and petroleum 

with the City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Power and Light, geologist at Billings, Mont. Address: 607 N. 81st St., 

Los Angeles, California. 
Billings.
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HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS holders of the concern in dividends. And it will sur- (Continued from page 100) prise you to know the great sums of money that some 
of these men make. I would be afraid to tell you for 

you will give me the money to build this mill I can save fear of discouraging you in your start in life. But I 50 cents a ton.” Of course he provided the money, and on’t mind saying that forty, fifty, sixty, a hundred the mill was built. He came out to see it. I walked thousand dollars a year for these men is not infre- around with him. He saw the look of disappointment quent. And in the case of men like Mr. Grace, well, in my face and said: “Charlie, there is something ™any, many times that. 
wrong here. What is it?” I said: “It is exactly what If you have any influence in the world to get you I told you, and it is better than I told you. We save a start in life, don’t use it. The worst thing that can ~ more than I said. But I don’t mind saying that if I happen to a man is to start life with influence. He has had to do the whole thing over again I would do it so got to do twice as well as the fellow that starts upon and so. I made a mistake in that particular.” He his own merits, because, after all, it depends on the gen- said: “Can you change it?” I said: “No.” He said: eral opinion of all those around you as to how com- “What does it mean?’ I said: “It means tearing it petent and successful you are; and when everybody down and doing it over again.” He said: “Go ahead says that you do well because of the influence back of 
and do it. Don’t make the same mistake a second time.” you, then you have got to do twice as well as other- Do you suppose if he had been a fault-finding man I wise. If you are going into any manufacturing estab- 
ever would have told him? Not at all. He brought out lishment, don’t go there by reason of any influence you the best in me. When that mill was torn down and a may have. Start upon your own merits, and start in 
second took its place it was as great a success over the some lowly position, no matter what it is. Be a la- first as the first had been over the old one. borer, if you will. I don’t know but that is the best 

Mr. Carnegie had my confidence, and I had his con- Way to start. 
fidence. He believed in everything I had told him. If I This great war has taught us many things. The one had told him something that was wrong and not ad-. thing it has taught us above everything else is that the mitted my mistakes he would never have helped me to true life is the life of modern democracy and simplicity, : 
progress, and his works and his great establishment that it is not one of show or of extravagence, that we 
would never have progressed as they did. are men because we are men and because we have the 

Now, in my own establishment you will be interested true instincts of men, and we are not men because we 
to know something about how we do things. You boys are rich or because we occupy a high social position or 
will all, probably, have to start to work upon a salary. because we have influence. 
But the quicker you get out of working for a salary Go at your work. You may not find yourself the 
the better for all concerned. In our works at Bethle- first year. You may start at work that you think will 
hem and San Francisco, and all over the United States, mot be agreeable to you. Do not hesitate to change. If 
I adopted this system: I pay the managers of our you find that it is not according to your tastes and ulti- 
works practically no salary. I make them partners in mate ambitions, then change and go into some that is 
the business, only I don’t let them share in the efforts more pleasant. No man can be successful at work if 
of any other man. For example, if a man is manager he doesn’t find the work he has to do pleasant. No 
of a blast furnace department he makes profit out of the man can ever do a thing well that he is not interested 
successful conduct of his department, but I don’t allow in. When you start in life, if you find you are wrongly 
him to share in the prosperity of some other able man placed don’t hesitate to change, but don’t change because 
in some other department of the establishment. I give troubles come up and difficulties arise. You must meet 
him a percentage of what he saves or makes in the de- and overcome and conquer them. And in meeting and 
partment immediately under his own control and man- overcoming and conquering them you will make your- 
agement. For example, if it takes a dollar a ton to self stronger for the future, 
make pig iron, and it takes him a dollar a ton to make Then go on and select your work. Let us suppose pig iron, I say to him, “Well, you are no better than you become a craneman. Suppose you become a clerk the average manager over the country, therefore you in a lawyer’s office. Give the best that is in you. Tet are entitled to only the usual wages. But if you can nothing stand in the way of your going on. make pig iron at go cents a ton you are entitled to Opportunities must come naturally, and the only way share with me in a large part of the profits, and if that they can come naturally is to give your whole 
you make it for 40 cents or 50 cents a ton you share heart, give your whole soul, give your every thought, to a very large degree.” give your every act to the accomplishment of what you Therefore, 1 don’t care how much a man earns. The are going to undertake. If you will but make up your more he earns the better I like him. And I pay in what mind and determination to go through with what you I call bonuses to the various superintendents and man- undertake, you will do that which will bring you more agers of the different establishments more money for genuine pleasure, satisfaction, and comfort in life than their successful management than I pay the  stock- anything else you will ever do.
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Engi 1 L Is M tal 
The Pack Train has become a relic of the methods, and has developed entirely new 

past, along with the Prairie Schooner. ones, as well. 

Modern methods of transportation have Engineering, as it is applied to transporta- 
leveled mountains, brought San Francisco tion, has had to concern itself with many 

nearer to New York, and widened the mar- kinds of materials and many ways of handling 

kets of all our great industries. them under all manner of circumstances. 

And the engineering brains and energy, For instance the problems surrounding the 

that have developed transportation to the handling of iron ore, in bulk, are vastly 

prominence it holds in the business of the different from those encountered in moving 

world today, are no longer employed in any one of the finished products manufac- 

improving means of overland travel alone. tured from iron ore, that must also be 

Street Railways, Elevator Systems, Inter- transported in large quantities. But Engin- 

urban Lines and Improved Shipping Lines— _ eering constantly meets each situation with 

these are some of the accomplishments of improved transportation facilities. 

engineering in the development of better Industry, as a whole, and the nations and 
transportation. the people of the world owe much to the 

Neither have the builders of such systems engineers, associated with such large manu- 

been concerned only in the actual hauling of _—_ facturing industries as Westinghouse. They 

people and materials. A study of the methods have not only brought about vast improve- 

of handling passengers and freight at the ments, but they have done so at a constantly 

large terminals has developed the Terminal decreasing cost to those who derive the 

Engineer, who has greatly improved existing greatest benefit from them. 

ESTINGHOUSE 

ACHIEVEMENT & OPPORTUNITY 
Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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i UPTOWN STUDENT HEADQUARTERS | i : i 

| tt ! | | PISHER BROS, | | HAHN'S LUNCH | 
“Fine Cigars Kept Fine” | 513 STATE ST, | 

BILLIARDS | | A Place Where You Can Get | 
i i i QUALITY AT RIGHT PRICES i 

| London Made Pipes i 

Candies -:- Ice Cream -:- Soft Drinks [ j Open from 6 A. M. to 7:30 P. M. 

ef a 
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! ez 3 
| od MONTAGUE’S CHOCOLATE | 
| | I it COVERED CHERRIES 

] i 69¢ Per Pound | | The Print Shop | © Per Poun | 
| 3 | : i Printers and Engravers Sumner & Cramton 
| 

z s 
& i ae DRUGGISTS 

| eg 2 
| Broom & Gorham ! 670 State St. Postal Station 

ee a ee nh 
a ttt nl ee 

| ENGINEERS ATTENTION = | 
| Corduroy Breeches, double seat | 
i all sizes—Just mee $425 

| Whipcord Breeches, double knee i 
B h | and seat urewenes Couns Ke $4..75 I 

ranc i i 
f $9 Russet high top $7 75 i 

| k f Wi : + Shoes _---________________.ePp 4. : i Bank o isconsin | | | | O. D. Wool $4 25 I 
| | | Breeches __-__-_____-_____. e { 
! ——= Luis. Army Shoes, Goodyear | 

welt ee Soest $4.25 

I L and SURPLUS, $360,000.00 [ | “Captain Khaki” Sateen i 
i Carital att Eu ? | | Shirts Make Sateen $1.25 i} 

| Seeeusen | O. D. All Wool | 
| Shirts $2.75 

i | Leath i State and Gilman Sts. ee $3.25 

| | . | . . 
| Madison Army and Navy Store | 

I : 212 E. Main Street 
pe a na 

All the New Music at HOOK BROS.
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HERE’S A TRUE SON OF ST. PAT dlers’ division to win the cup which was named after 

“When do we know we are to have rain?’ asks a Wiscconsin’s greatest hurdler. 

junior civil, writing about rainfall, and he answers him- TT . 

self; “Only a few hours notice can be given with any The following message has been received in ac- 

certainty, and then there is doubt.” knowledgment of the flowers sent by the junior and 

senior students of this college: “We wish to thank 

; THE ENGINEERING SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN you for the expression of love and sympathy sent 

. : . F with the flowers for Albert.” (sgd.) Mr. and Mrs. A. 

The fifteenth annual convention of The Engineering . . 

f : : . : J. Knollin and family. 

Society of Wisconsin was held at the University on 

February 22, 23, and 24. YOU TELL HIM, PROF. 

There was a record attendance, 175 of the 250 mem- . ‘ z 5; 

bers of the society registering, and 21 new members Here is a real electrical engineering problem for 

joining during the session. A total of 62 new mem- Professor Bennett to solve: . 

bers joined the society during the year. ee my family own a tract of bluff land in 

A feature of the convention was the joint banquet Portage County, Musconsins: On a patel Bs evant 

with the Technical Club of Madison on February 23rd, three to: fie acres the lightning 80. strikes that atl 

at which Charles F. Loweth, President of the A. S. C. ing grows, nor will fence posts last.” What’s the rea- 

E., was the principal speaker. sont 

Officers for the ensuing year are: John C. White, oe . 

president; W. G. Kirchoffer, vice-president, and Pro- WHAT THE MAIL BRINGS IN 

fessor L. S. Smith, secretary-treasurer. The University Extension Department gets some 

strange replies to its regular assignment questions. The 

MACINE DESIGN PROBLEM # O. L. following ‘steals’ from this source have at least the 

: . merit of originality. 

Design a machine for nO PULPOSe whatsoever, but so “Tt ig not safe to overheat an electric meter as the 

arranged as to operate in any position. From the nolecules work much faster and will not register right.” 

diameter of the lag screws holding the machine, com- In answer to the question, “Are bar magnets per- 

pute the necessary horse-power. If this computation is wanent or temporary?” one correspondent wrote 

too high, fasten the machine with Lepage’s glue and «ye» 

assume any horse-power. Be sure to compute all Here is an exposition that would have made the old 

parts in accordance with the laws of mechanics, but do two-fuid theorists applaud: “Electrical pressure, which 

not take these as final, for as yet, you have made no js correctly knowen as Voltage is the cause of action 

assumptions. Assume anything you like—everything, of the electric current for we must have two currents 

if you like—and then discard your computations. Guess to compleat a circute theace two currents are knowen 

all the rest, for remember, this machine is for no pur- ag positive and the other negative. 

pose whatsoever. 
“The positive current which is knowen as potential is 

a higher than the negative current for we must have the 

POETRY AT LAWRENCE'S! potential current in order to have electrical energy, the 

Teabone and French a pair, negative current which is weaker in pressure is of no 

One of ’em medium, one of ’em rare! use without the potential current, so when the two cur- 

epee rents are connected together the pressure or voltage 

Every year, starting with 1923, a trophy will be causes the electric current to flow.” 

awarded to the best hurdler on the Wisconsin track — 

squad. The Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity has raised A PRACTICAL DEPARTURE 

the funds to purchase the cup which will be known as Pat Hyland has one of the best “stunts” ever shown 

the “Al Knollin Trophy”. on a blackboard. It is a practical way of making a 

The death of Knollin was a great blow to hundreds dimension line and arrow-head at one easy sweep. Let . 

of Badger followers, and the Phi Kappa Sigma frater- us dimension the right hand side of this column. Put 

nity feels that the trophy should bear his name. your pencil down any place, and draw a line to the 

It is slated to bring out a spirited race in the hur- column’s edge. Then back up, forming the upper half
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of the arrow-head with a slight, gentle curve; reverse, coulombs per second it was the wrong question to ask. and go down this time, and form a small concave back It would have been as logical to ask, “What is water?” to the arrow-head; then return to the arrow-head point, and then define it as a quart per second. mating the lower curve to the upper curve. It’s done There is a tendency to abuse the word “why”. In in four counts; all ready? by the numbers! But go in many cases, this “why” is unanswerable aside from ac- and see Pat do it—if you can’t compre ! cepting the facts of nature. The word “why” is al- ee ways suggestive of the prime reason. If the prime rea- WHAT’S THE MATTER WITH MATHEMATICS? | son is vague, indefinable, or not wanted, use the word or “discuss” or some other synonym. An exam should DO FIGURES LIE? be given to be answered, and not to be reasoned out and Here is a little story that is going the rounds. Hop _ then answered. to it, you math hounds, and tell a palpitating public SS where the error lies. If writing is the transportation of thought, does One Flivver owner installed a carbureter that was spelling indicate the means of its locomotion? We take guaranteed to save 20 per cent on fuel. Then he put the affirmative after reading a paper of a certain stu- in special plugs that were guaranteed to save 20 per dent, who, caring little for death and less for taxes, cent. Then he added an intake superheater that was spells taxes, not once, but four times, T-A-X-I-S, guaranteed to save 20 per cent. He next added a ae special rear axle that was also guaranteed to save 20 HE FORGOT TO REMEMBER 
Per Gents sae Bt on highpressuts Sands thal: prom: Who says advisors don’t know their advisees? This 
ised a 20 per cent saving! And now, with a fuel econ- 

happened on the Ag Campus. Prof. Fuller met one 
omy of 120 per cent, he has to stop every hundred : : : . ‘ ; 

: : 5 of his advisees and greeted him with: Hello, Horne, 
miles and bail fuel out of the gas tank to keep it from 4 9 oe mull 

are you in school this semester ? running Over: 

WASTED WATER POWER WISCONSIN EERSTE HG MEET AT UNIVER- 
“But 1 must pass this course,” pleaded the co-ed while The first state cunvuriien of the foundrymen of Wis- big, synthetic tears gullied their way through her oonsin will be held at the University of Wisconsin on make-up, ye .,, April 4 and 5. At the same time the Milwaukee, Rock- ‘My dear young woman,” said Professor “Lennie,” ford, Moline, Chicago, and Minneapolis sections of the “this % 7 Course in City Planning, not a course in Irri- American Steel Treaters Association will hold technical gation !” 

sessions in Madison. In connection with the convention spr appap rs . there will be an exhibition of foundry equipment in the AMPERICALLY SPEAKING stock pavilion. Foundrymen from Illinois, Iowa, Min- After several months of research, Bill Gluesing an- nesota, and northern Michigan have been invited to at- nounces that the best way to Kilovolt is to push him off tend, 
Wheatstone’s Bridge into the Eddy currents below. The general program for the meeting includes tech- 

— nical sessions in the auditorium of the Engineering THE ROAD INSPECTORS’ SCHOOL Building on the mornings of April 4 and 5. The after- A school for road inspectors was conducted under  poons will be devoted to inspections of points of inter- the auspices of the Wisconsin Highway Commission in est in Madison, including the Forest Products Labora- the auditorium of the Engineering Building on March tory, the College of Engineering laboratories, and some ', 2, and 3. About one hundred took the course. of the local manufacturing plants. There will be a ban- —— quet at the Park Hotel at 5:30 p. m. on April 5. THE HEIGHT OF ? A special program is being arranged for the bene- Prof. “Dannie” Mead recently read some “horrible fit of the ladies who are expected to accompany the examples” of notes. The staff sleuth, he with the delegates. Besides trips through the State Historical eagle eye, happened to be on the front row, and wish- Library and Museum and the State Capitol, there will ing to fathom the poor wretch’s depth of failure, peeked be entertainment by the Women’s Physical Education on the under side of the notes, They were marked with Department and by the Home Economics Department a large G! 
of the University. 

—— Se The convention is being sponsored by the Wiscon- PLEASE BE DEFINITE sin Foundrymen’s Association and the Department of It is very hard to ask a perfectly definite question. Mining and Metallurgy of the University. Mr. W. J. Some of the profs are very careful with this point, but Grady, of the Liberty Foundry Co., of Milwaukee, is some are not; there is a loss of time and satisfaction to president, and Mr. Joseph L. Wurm is secretary-treas- both parties, and some mutual discontent. For instance, urer of the foundrymen’s association. The local com- the question was recently asked, “What is a current?” mittee in charge of the arrangements consists of Pro- Now that in itself is definite, but since the answer was fessors R. S. McCaffery and E. R. Shorey.
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BE 8 Too ee ee i ke Plants That Furnish Power |} 

1 leah ie | iin -— | To Millions 
: OI EN lg ed) : : 
| ae. Ln A oo fly Vast populations and innumerable industries | 

i Pa Biel iF se ri Ve are served by power plants equipped with Allis- | 

| ei Be tH CN a : Chalmers machinery. The Allis-Chalmers Mfg. | 

| seca | b 1; | if io Co. has developed steam and water turbines to | 

| | od Ee tad high peaks of efficiency, as evidenced by many | 

| a cde il cf A ee ) of the most important stations in the world. | 

i fi iw is JE sh fag ee .. i. . . j 

i / | We ‘| Hee ae Pest This superiority in operating economy and i 

i Ves \ So bacleea nr ae efficiency is the result of the complete units— i 

i 4) Sete i . ~~ e y prime movers, transmission and electrical ma- i 

i Carr it wake oo a a f chinery—being designed and built in its own i 

i as = ean oF a great works under the direct supervision of a i 

i baal ar SS single well organized staff of engineering ex- i 

i af 4 ds ee = a perts. In Allis-Chalmers plants all characteris- i 

i a tics synchronize and responsibility for success- i 

i i f i fo ful operation centers jin one manufacturer. i 

i ; : ee Our Engineers are always pleased to be con- | 

l eee sulted | 

! 
l 

| M NG(O. | fILLIS-CHALMERS ANUFACTURI . | 
! 

5 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. U.S.A. 
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ee 
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| DRINK MORE MILK =| | The Ray’s Barber Shop | 
i Days are getting warmer. A | | SECOND DOOR FROM THE LOWER CAMPUS | 

| glass of fresh cool milk is always | We Use | 

satisfying. Kennedy Dairy Com- . 

pany Milk is fresh and pure,—and i | Soft Water, Sterilized Towels 

i perfectly pasteurized. if and Tools i / 

i i | i 
; KENNEDY DAIRY COMPANY. jj 716 State i 

| Perfectly Pasteurized Milk and Cream i i GRENZOW & HAIG, Props. i 

i 618 UNIVERSITY AVE. BADGER 7100 i i i 

a ee at ana A Ht HH 

as + fe ttt a 

; (gEPrr i | ! : 

grees SG | | QUALITY FOOTWEAR 
(as | of 5 : 

| our fg inn A) {ol IN THE LATEST 

| i EF if 7 (AER { ot 1 

| Question i SPRING FASHIONS 
j Be it the pronunciation of Bol- C= z OE 

| 

1 Sheviki or soviet, the spelling of | | AT 3 

| a puzzling word—the meaning of blighty, fourth arm, | | . | 

i etc., this Supreme Authority— ze i 

| WEBSTER’S NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY | | | BL IND & S ANDER 2 

| contains an accurate, final answer. 400,000 Words, | | | 

i 2700 Pages. 6000 Illustrations. Regular and India- i i | 

i Paper Editions. . to 227 STATE ST. i 
! G. & C. Merriam Co., Springfield, Mass. { 1 . . 1 

| Write for specimen pages, prices, etc, and FREE | | Moccasin Cut High Top Boots at $10 | 

j Pocket Maps if you name this publication. i i | 

Be nnn tS eine tH tt 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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? UT’S NO BLARNEY! DIVIL A BIT! 
Saint Pathrick wud tell yez himself if he was still aloive, he wud, thut RIDER’S MASTERPEN was the best consthructed pen on the market. For Saint Pathrick was an Ingineer, he was. An’ un ingineer knows me- vhanical consthruction. Ut’s got a big grip thut a broth of a man wid a big hand can lean on, an’ the gold pen doesn’t git toired an’ cross it’s laigs aither. An’ of Saint Pathrick hud had a RIDER MASTERPEN wid him whin he wint afther the snakes, he cudda poured the ink out av ut an’ drowned the whole raft av the spalpeens all to wunst. If yez are afther a gittin’ a rale pen, let Rider show yez a MASTERPEN. 

9 RIDER’S PEN SHOP 
666 STATE ST. 

r Emly 
i | By J | i: : ; | | | |p MEN’S CLOTHING 5 i 

: 5 | e ig AND FURNISHINGS : | i a if of : 
: Fy 

iS | Campus Restaurant | QUALITY : ! 
! 5 

3 | CONTINUOUS SERVICE i : That’s all we carry. : 
1 716 STATE ST. ! iB Specially selected with ig i | 5 is i i E an eye to individuality : Fe at tat ttt tt ttt ttt E J By and your taste. ig + nl 

E 
bg 

| THE THINKING FELLOW | [p 3 i i ig A better store, and bet- : ; AND CO-ED TOO lB Bs 2 | CALL A FE ter merchandise. 3 ! ! & S| F I — l ! is 
1 JOHN GRINDE =| = 
; kK BAD 5QO cer | if 
| ig 18 N. Carroll St. : | CAB | | , | is i ok : i “Organized Responsibility” El i a a a a ee DinaiiAiAmanATAiAnAnAnAnANATARAaANAaAAAIAAAEAaAER Ts SNOT QUOUOUOUAU ONO On On On On An AnAnAnARARAnAS | 

Fe tt ht tt ttt FLYERY engincer should know Arouto Best Bloom and | | Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets, American Bessemer ] 
| and Open Hearth Steel Sheets; and KEYSTONE Copper Steel i 
i Rust-resisting Black and Galvanized : : ie ar “ee THE i QSLSSsrFe| »p a Se | PHOTOART HOUSE | emi Bis A be | j WM. J. MEUER, Pres. i We manufacture SHEET AND TIN MILL PRODUCTS for all pur- I | poses— Black Sheets, alvanized Sheets, 5 
= Bie Roa Neitz PSidine Braet Gaiorms anpe gat | PHOTO ENGRAVERS -: COMMERCIAL ! SEs MEXSTQNE Jae / fon ntanrotng Stone ana ieee sitet | PHOTOGRAPHERS | ri eo, ef yitiin “| Automobile Sheets, Electrical Sheets, ; 
| 

eit Corner ere! “Lem Roofing Tin Plates, Bright Tin Plates. | 
| a ar Black Plate, Ftc. Sold by leading metal : : t= Reutarincormecssonaal kee | | | 

a 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. 

a
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BILL HAMMANN, ATHLETE AND PLUMBER ANOTHER ENGINEER-ATHLETE, BROWN DONAHUE 

Among the athletic luminaries that the College of Another junior civil who has been breaking into the 

Engineering boasts is one that has been scintillating in sporting news at frequent intervals is Brown Donahue. 

every indoor track meet in which Wisconsin has par- High jumping is Donahue’s meat; being some 6 feet, 

ticipated. Bill Hammann, junior civil, who is one of the 4 inches in height, his legs are about as long as the, 

best all around track men average person is tall, so it is little 

who ever wore the Car- wonder that he clears the bar at six 

Ce dinal, pole vaults, puts the feet with almost persistent regular- 

| ae i shot, high jumps, runs, _ ity. His record reads much_ like G 

A et hurdles, and broad jumps Hammann’s: In the inter-class meet / 

y . ‘ with equal aptitude and he took first in the high jump and \ t 

F . dee ability. In the inter-class second in the shot; in the varsity- . 1! “ 

eo a aN meet, held in January, Bil} frosh meet he did 5 ft. 11 in. for |i’ i ee 

4 Goes \ a] copped first in the broad first place, and at our relay carnival, [eel =, } one 

es  ) jump and third in the pole six feet. In the dual meet with Lowa, iP Li 

[3 | vault. In the annual var- Donahue tied with Pete Platten, Bad- i 

4 : sh Sig ’ | sity-frosh meet, held early ger veteran, for first, but went him oh 

sa np gee ae in February, he cleared 11 one better by placing fourth in the W 

i == — ; feet, 6 inches, for first Illinois Relay Carnival. Cs a 

7 =i A place in the pole vault. Donahue comes from Helena, Mon- s 

ie “bp Bill was high man in the tana; he saw service overseas with : 

iy Wisconsin Relay Carnival the engineer corps. Like Hammann, Brown Donatturk 

a ‘= ZZ Saturday, February 17, he too has another year of varsity competition in which 

- oa ae winning first in the pole he should show up some great stuff. 

po es) vault and second in both erase 

eed shot and high hurdles. In EXTRA! 

, . | the Iowa meet, February Wisconsin is now tied for first place! A win over 

ey 24, at lowa City, which Chicago, 33-11, and another over Indiana, placed the 

L Iowa won 51 to 35, Ham- Badgers on a par with Iowa. Indiana, who beat Towa, 

— eee mann and Tomlinson, an- never had a chance, the final score being 37-15. 

a | | other Badger vaulter, tied Steer anes 

: e . at 11 feet for first place. CONFERENCE BASKETBALL 

— © S | in the all around cham- A review of the basketball season is hardly in order 

a ey a as, pionship event of the IL jn a monthly magazine, until the season is over, because 

rg aa 7 linois Relay — Carnival, games are being constantly played and the team stand- 

on ! a which includes seven track ings are constantly changing; but a word in regard to 

cine Sc and field events, Hammann Wisconsin’s wonderful rise from the depths of pre- 

Bion Hanecann placed second. Some 500 conference despair to second in the conference is not 

athletes, representing 47 out of place. On December 15, the season opened with 

western and southern institutions, participated in this a defeat at the hands of Butler College; a game with 

carnival. Bill, like much of our good track material, Marquette, on our own floor, resulted in a heart break- 

is a product of the Milwaukee high schools’ intensive ing defeat, 9 to 8. Sport critics‘reserved a lower berth 

track training. Here he is repeating the fast pace he for Wisconsin in the Big Ten race. The Conference 

set for two years while wearing the colors of Milwau- season opened and the Badgers successively, and suc- 

kee North Side High. cessfully, defeated Northwestern, Indiana, Chicago, and 

Scholastically, Hammann has never been the cause Minnesota. The good luck broke, though, when we hit 

of worry to the coaches; his marks, like his vaulting, the Boilermakers at Purdue and the Badgers dropped to 

have always been “way up.” Being but a junior, he second place with five games won and one lost. Since 

has another year of intercollegiate competition and be- then the record has remained unblemished by defeat. 

fore graduating, should write his name along with Michigan succumbed twice in rapid succession, and, 

names of our other famous engineer-athletes. with a vengeance, the Cardinal jersey-clads beat Pur-
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due by a single point in the last two minutes of play; itself and one on the front of the machine at any 
Minnesota dropped another, 36 to 10. Undefeated Iowa convenient point. By means of these push buttons 
leads the conference, and if the dope holds, she will the generator voltage is raised or lowered at will, 
win a 1000% championship with the Badgers a close and the speed of the entire paper machine as a whole 
second with one defeat and eleven victories. is controlled without any hand adjustment being nec- 

———— essary for the individual sections. Each of these two 
SECTIONAL PAPER MACHINE DRIVE push button stations has three push buttons, one to 

. (Continued Jrom: page 98) . . ierease the speed of the paper machine as a whole, range of the paper speed without having to adjust or one to decrease the speed, and one to stop the entire 
give personal attention to the individual motors. : Nae, 3 . ; Such a system of sectional drive consists of an  P@Pe* machine. There is also provided on the master 
adjustable voltage, direct current generator, with conttol panel means for automatically starting uP the 
direct connected exciter, a direct current adjustable master crcl a ten, as he ae 
speed motor for each section of the machine, suit- not haveane vias tea to attena he rae 
able means for connecting the motor to each section eee cate pan! in addition to: having asprosinate- 
vf the paper machine, driving shaft, and a control 1% 160 steps covering the entire Fangs -of pape? speed 
system which automatically maintains the correct - tt be Hest ‘tl lewest. i . = ae, 1 
speed of each individual motor, together with push rom ene eee fo ae vee , d when we id mona 
button stations for starting or stopping, and adjust- steps for lewel Speeds £0. de usec when washing a ing the speed of the paper machine, Figure 2 is a Each of the unit section control panels carries a 
photograph of an actual machine showing the loca- ™otor-operated field rheostat connected in the field tion of the motors, control panels, ete. of the driving motor for that particular section and 

The generator, which usually forms part of a under control of the regulator control contacting ele- 
standard synchronous motor generator set or tur- Ment or rotary contactor, which is also mounted on 
bine generator unit, is usually a 250 volt, adjustable the panel. A magnetic line convactor, and motor- 
voltage, separately excited machine, with a constant operated sam accelerating switches are mounted on 
voltage 250 volt exciter of sufficient capacity to fur- this panel for starting and stopping the driving sec- nish excitation for the synchronous motor fields, the 0 motors. The contactor and switches are under generator and motor fields and for the control cir- the control of the two push button stations, one of 
cuit of the regulator. This generator unit can be Which is located on the panel and the other at the 
located in the mill power plant, in the basement of front Ot the machine at any convenient point in close 
the machine room, or in any convenient point, but PtOximity to the section being controlled. . . 
preferably not far from the paper machine so that Each of these push button stations has a “start 
wiring may be cut down to a minimum, button, a “stop” button and a “jog” button, used for 

Each section of the machine is driven by an indi- Starting and stopping the motor and for “inching” 
vidual adjustable speed, direct current motor oper- along at a very slow speed in putting on felts and ating at 600 to goo R. P. M, for the larger size mo- like operations. In addition to the apparatus de- 
tors and at a maximum speed of 1200 to 1300 R. P. scribed, each of these unit section control Panels has 
M. for the very smallest size motors. The motor is the usual protective apparatus, a knife switch, and a 
connected to the paper machine section driving shafts shunt for the instruments, 
through a high grade, high efficiency, totally enclos- The master frequency generator is driven by a 
ed reduction gear unit of either the herringbone or small direct current motor operating in parallel with 
worm gear type. In the case of high speed machines, the section driving motors. The speed of this set is low speed direct connected motors may be used if increased or decreased with the speed of the paper desired, without the use of any reduction gear. Figure machine whenever adjustments are made, and it is to 
3 shows a photograph of a unit with herringbone re- this set that the speed of each section of the paper duction gear. machine is referred and regulated by the regulating 

The regulator and control equipment consists of a system. The master frequency generator and its 
control board having a master control panel, a unit driving motor are coupled together and mounted ona section control panel for each section motor, a reel common bedplate forming a very small motor gener- control panel for the control of the reel drive, a con- ator set. 
trol speed changer and section frequency generator The control speed changer, the function of which 
for each section, a master frequency generator and is to enable the operator to change the relation of 
push button stations for the machine as a whole and speeds between the section frequency generators and 
for each individual section, The master control the section driving motors to obtain the draw. re- 
panel, in addition to having generator and exciter quired and at the same time maintaining an absolute 
knife switches, overload protection, and other ordi- balance of frequencies between the section frequency 
nary panel equipment, carries a motor-operated field generators and the master frequency generator, con- 
rheostat for the generator which is under the control sists of a pair of small cone pulleys with a very of two push button stations, one located on the panel slight amount of taper, equipped with ball bearings
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SHOP LIGHTING. 
Brrr 

In an address delivered before the members of the om Oe 1 a 

Western Pennsylvania Division of the National Safety nee” A ZA 

Council, Pittsburg, Pa., March, 1918, by C. W. Price, the Weel _ fey a << 

importance of good lighting in industrial establishments SSS i) 

was discussed, and the disalvantages of poor lighting were oS Se (J a 

clearly shown by some figures mentioned by Mr. Price. EP fo 

A large insurance company analyzed 91,000 accident = / = Cisne Machine 
reports, for the purpose of discovering the causes of these Seip «| «= sold March 14, 1862 

mishaps. It was found that 10% was directly traceable to iG a 

inadequate lighting and in 13.8% the same cause was a —__ i 

contributory factor. The British Government in a report ——_  - —— 

of the investigation of causes of accidents determined a Cc 

close parallel to the findings of the insurance company a 

above quoted. The British investigators found that by ~~ 

comparing the four winter months with the four summer cc 

months, there were 39.5% more men injured by stumbling 
and falling in winter than in summer. ° 

Mr. John Calder, a pioneer in safety work, made an cAn Important Invention 

investigation of accident statistics covering 80,000 indus- 
trial plants. His analysis covered 700 accidental deaths, 

and of these 45% more occurred during the four winter The Universal Milling Machine was one of 

months than during the four summer months. : A . + 
the most important machine-tool inventions 

Mr. C. L. Eschleman, in a paper pubiished in the pro- which sprang from the necessities of the 
ceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers Civil W: 

several years ago, reported the result of an investigation Avi ar. 

of a large number of plants in which efficient lighting had . : 

been installed. He found that in such plants as steel At that time, the manufacture of percussion 

mills, where the work is of a coarse nature, efficient light- nipples required large numbers of twist drills 

ing increased the total output 2%; in plants, such as textile de by the b hod then k fili 

mills and shoe factories, the output was increased 10%. made y the est metho th en known— Ing 

. Loa . spiral grooves in steel wire with a rat-tail 
In an investigation of the causes of eye fatigue, made fill 

by the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin, it was found e. 

that in a large percentage of industries, such as shoe, , P 

clothing and textile factories, the lack of proper light- Hand-filing was so expensive that Mr. Joseph 

ing (both natural and artificial) resulted in eye fatigue R. Brown, of J. R. Brown C®& Sharpe, was 

and loss of efficiency. At one knitting mill, where a girl lted h ibili f hi . 

was doing close work under improper lighting conditions, consulte as to the possi ility of a machine 

her efficiency dropned 50% every day during the hours for grooving these drills. 
from 2:30 to 5:30 P. M. 

. . ae a . The result was the Universal Milling Ma- 
The above mentioned incidents indicate how important 3 * : : 

a factor lighting is in the operation of the industrial chine, suitable for many kinds of spiral 

plant. It has been well said, “Light is a tool, which in- milling, gear cutting and other work pre- 

creases the efficiency of every tool in the plant.” Glare + ty di by hand. 

er too much light is 2 harmful as not enough lighting, viously done by hand. 

and in no case shou'd the eyes of the workers be exposed 3 a 

to direct rays, either of sun or electric light. From this beginning the Brown © Sharpe 

Windows and reflectors should always be kept clean; line has grown to include over 30 sizes of 

that is, cleaning them at leant once 8 week, i where dust milling machines— Universal, Plain, Vertical 
+ and dirt are allowed to collect, efficiency of the light is ‘ ; 

ae reared ac much aS 2b%ee Spindle and Automatic. A large number ef 

sexyuaceics ig ‘ these are heavy machines particularly suited 
Good lighting, in addition to its other marked advan- d : A 

tages, is a strong incentive towards’ keeping working to pro uction work. 

places clean, for it clearly exposes any place where dirt 
or other material has been allowed to collect. White walls 
and clean windows g!azed with Factrolite Glass will elimi- BROWN & SHARPE MFG. Co. 

nate the sun glare and increase the illumination 25 to 50 * 

feet from the window from 38% to 72% as compared with Providence, R. L, U.S.A. 

plain glass. 

Lighting is of primary importance to every employer ol oe i 2 

and fully warrants a careful investigation of the subject, a t aia oe 

for there is no substitute for good lighting, and if it is nat de an \ke a Sea 

not supplied the efficiency of the entire working force I ea © \age a ice Gi genn 

vaust suffer a serious reduction. bee, h ae alae a 

i . «hatha q WA eee Ah | Ay? 
If you are interested in the distribution of light i | PT 

through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory aa] ee cutest eee 

. Report—“Factrolited.” 
Px > area 

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, W <i e(} oe 
Our No.4A Heavy Uni- i | ree oe 

220 Fifth Avenue, versal weighs 4% tons 4 IH fs ae . 
—a rugged machine for 3 i he 

New York Chi eines creven iresier OO cael 
St. Louis. New York. icago. chines of ev: os s ie 

eer 
No. 5. 
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; | ENGINEERS ; 1 | 1 | 7 | | PUBLIC SALES tol No matter how large your appe- | I 
ol tite, a meal at the— | ! We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S. I | | | Army Munson last shoes, sizes 5% to 12, | ! COLLEGE LUNCH ROOM 

which was the entire surplus stock of one of —will satisfy you. 
i the largest U. S. Government shoe contrac- i i 

i i tors. iol Service—7 A. M. to 1 A. M. i 
| This shoe is guaranteed one hundred per | ! Conveniently Located Opposite the Chemistry | ! cent solid leather, color dark tan, bellows | Building ! 

tongue, dirt and water proof. The actual Fe tt ttt ay i value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing to this i tte 
i tremendous buy we can offer the same to i i , Drawing Inks {— | the public at $2.95. I | : Eternal Writing Inks i 
i oe 

i ( ai Engrossing Ink ~ i : Send correct size. Pay postman on deliy- zg (ai | y Taurine Mucilage ‘ 
i 

) i | a 
Photo Mounter Paste [ 
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t 
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and a very accurate belt shifting device. The control of the regulator system. All of this takes place in 

speed changer is driven from the motor shaft by a the period of a few seconds and the paper machine 

small chain drive and as this is merely an indicating is ready to be started. When the operator is ready 

and protecting device, no power is transmitted in one to start up a section, he simply presses the “start” 

way or another and the only work required of the button for that section and the driving motor imme- 

belt on the small cone pulleys is to overcome the diately starts and comes up to the speed at which it 

slight bearing friction of the device. was running when the machine was shut down. 

These section frequency generators are very small The automatic regulator also comes into action on 

machines coupled to, and mounted on, the same bed this section which has been started and holds it at 

plate with the small control speed changers. It is by the proper speed. Each of the other sections is start- 

means of the small hand adjusting wheel on the con- ed and held at its proper speed. Each of the other 

trol speed changer that the amount can be determin- sections is started in like manner by pressing the 

ed by the operator and when set for a given value “start” button for that section, the regulator auto- 

the relative speeds of the various sections of the ma- matically coming into action as the sections are start- 

chine will thereafter be maintained with great pre- ed up without any attention or thought on the part 

cision. 
of the operator. As soon as the “start” button is de- 

The regulator control element, or rotary contract- pressed, the magnetically operated line contactor 

or, as it is called, is really the heart of the regulating comes in, which puts current on the motor with full 

system. It is mounted on each of the unit section resistance in series with the armature circuit and 

control panels and consists of two pairs of disc: con: with full field on the motors. The motor-operated 

tractors actuated by a normally balanced rotative accelerating switch also at the same time starts up, 

member of a powerful relay. This balance is only slowly bringing one accelerating switch after another 

obtained when there is an exact balance of frequency into contact until all of the resistance in series with 

between the master frequency generator and the sec- the armature circuit has been cut out, at which time 

tion frequency generator. An exceedingly effective the motor is placed directly across the line, still with 

anti-hunting device is also made a part of this equip- full field strength. At this point, or as soon as the 

ment, which positively prevents over-travel or hunt- ™otor has reached its maximum speed under this 

ing. condition, the field relays gradually weaken the mo- 

‘A 60 cycle source of power is required for the ex- tor field, bringing the motor up to the speed for which 

citation of the fields of the master frequency genera- the master rheostat is set. At this point the auto- 

tor and the section frequency generators, but does matic regulator takes hold and through the rotary 

not have to be of uniform frequency or voltage, as contactor, motor-operated field rheostat and anti- 

such variations do not affect the regulation of the hunting devices, maintains the proper speed. When 

paper machine sections. In cases where no: Go ‘cycle all of the sections have been started up, the operator 

current is available, a small 60 cycle motor generator puts the paper over the machine in the usual way, 

set is provided, the motor being driven by direct cur- and the regulator takes care of the draw and main- 

rent from the exciter and the generator furnishing tains the proper speeds. 

the excitation current for the regulator circuit. After the paper has been put over the machine, if 

Means are also provided on a master control panel the operator finds that on account of any change in 

for automatically starting up this set when the ex- the stock, he wishes to change the relation of speeds 

citer comes up to normal voltage, so that the oper- between any of the sections, in order to get a differ- 

ator does not have to start the set manually or to ent draw, he accomplishes this by turning the small 

give any attention to it. hand wheel on the control speed changer, which def- 

In starting the equipment, after everything has inately changes the relation of speeds between sec- 

been entirely shut down, as on a Monday morning. tions. After this is done the new speed is maintain- 

the operator or engineer will first start the motor ed automatically. If the operator desires to raise or 

generator set or turbine generator unit, as the case lower the speed of the entire machine, he does so by 

may be, in the same way that he would start any depressing the “fast” or “Slow” button until the 

other similar machine. As it is assumed that the speed has reached the value he desires. This changes 

generator and exciter switches were left closed 3S the voltage of the generator and thereby changes the 

they should be, and that no change has been made speed of the motors. If operating in the higher 

in the setting of the master rheostat, the generator ranges of speed, field control also is used. 

and exciter repidly come up to their proper voltages, The “stop” button on the master control push button 

the exciter to normal voltage and the generator to station on the front of the machine can be used for 

the voltage which it had when the machine was shut stopping the entire paper machine as a unit without 

down. As the exciter comes up to its normal volt- having to stop each individual section separately by the 

age, the master frequency generator automatically individual “stop” buttons. 

starts and comes up to the proper speed as will also When any motor has been started up the automatic 

the 60 cycle motor generator set used for excitation regulator controls the speed and if any tendency of the
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motor to change speeds takes place, no matter how this has not been known before is because no ordinary small, the regulator immediately detects and corrects it instrument is sufficiently sensitive or accurate to detect by making the proper adjustment in the field strength such small changes in speed, and it was only through of the motor. Thus, the speed of every section of the the development of very special apparatus that such paper machine is maintained at its correct value. When- small measurements could be made. ever the operator finds that he can speed up the ma- Before any governor or regulator can function, there chine a little, it is only necessary that he push the must be a change of some kind, either a load change or “fast” button on either one of the two stations in con- speed change. However, these changes in speed which nection with the master control panel, and as long as may not be large enough to be perceptible to the he holds down the button the machine will continue to eye or detectable by any ordinary type of indicat- increase in speed. On the other hand, if he wishes to ing or recording apparatus are detected by this regula- slow down the speed of the machine, he pushes the tion as it is only necessary that changes in speed of as “slow” button, keeping it depressed until the speed has small a value as a few thousandths of one per cent take reached the point desired. Should it be necessary for place before the regulator will make the necessary cor- any reason to shut down a single section, the operator rection. As soon as any speed change in any section simply pushes the “stop” button for that section and is detected by the regulator, a change in the field the motor driving that section stops at once. It may strength of the motor is accomplished which immed- be again started by pushing the “fast” button as pre- iately corrects it. As soon as there is any change of viously indicated. While this stopping and starting speed between sections or between any section and the operation is being carried on the other sections of the master frequency generator, an unbalancing of fre- machine continue to operate at exactly the correct speed quencies results, The effect is instantly transmitted to without interference in any way. the rotary contactor heretofore mentioned and a rota- With this system the direct current motors operate tion of the powerful relay in one direction or the other almost exactly as synchronous motors, but they can be results. Through the contact making mechanism, the locked together in any desired speed relation, whereas motor-operated field rheostat, and the anti-hunting de- synchronous motors can only be locked together in one vice, the proper change in field strength is accomplished specd relation. 

and the motor speed is corrected without any over- Synchronous motors fall back in angular position with ™avel or tendency to hunt, respect to each other or to the generator furnishing the From very careful tests and observations which have source of current when a load is thrown on, and in the been made, lasting over many months, it has been same mannner, the direct current motors fall back found that there are certain load changes taking place slightly in angular displacement when the load is thrown on the various sections of the paper machine almost on or a considerable change in temperature occurs, but continuously. These variations due to changes in lu- the change is so small as to be practically imperceptible. brication and in bearing friction, to variation in the It should be understood, however, that the speed in rev- weight on the presses, and to various minor fluctua- olutions per minute does not change. tions, as well as changes in the load on the dryers The work of the operator is very simple in so far as caused by the pull of the calendars on the dryers, the drive and regulator is concerned. After the gen- Similar changes also occur on the calendars on account erator has been started up, which is also the simplest of of the load which they have taken from the dryers. | operations, the operator has nothing further to do ex- These changes are considerable, varying perhaps from cept to operate the several push buttons, to start, stop five to fifteen per cent on the couch and presses, and or jog any section, or to increase or decrease the speed. in some cases to as much as twenty per cent or more In case it is necessary to change the relation of speeds on the dryers and calenders, particularly in cases where between any of the sections in order to compensate for the paper breaks between the dryers and the calendars, changes in stock, it is only necessary for the operator for then any load that the calendar may be taking from to turn a small hand wheel on the control speed changer. the dryers is instantly dropped. All of these changes in It will be seen that the operator has absolutely nothing load have a tendency to cause a change in speed of the to do with the regulator, in fact it is not necessary driving motors, and these tendencies to speed change that he know that there is a regulator, as the regulator must be immediately corrected by the regulator in order is started and stopped automatically and takes care of to prevent breakage of the sheet on the paper machine. the regulation of the various motors without any The system of drive which has been described in this personal attention. 
paper is equally satisfactory and suitable for machine re- To get a broader idea of the very exacting speed quiring extremely wide ranges of speed, such as ten or regulation requirements that have to be met in sec- fifteen to one, or even greater if desired, and for ma- tional drive, it may be said that it has recently been chines requiring only a small range of speed, such as discovered that in order to make good strong paper, news machines with perhaps only two to one speed without breaking or straining the sheet, any variation rang. The system has proven capable of maintaining of speeds between sections must be kept well within the relative speeds of the various sectional drives within one-tenth of one per cent. Doubtless the reason that the very close range of one-tenth of one percent.
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A ica’s First Mi 
When the mammoth and the mastodon Now, whole mountains are removed to 

grazed in the vast places of our early obtain copper; 47,000 tons of copper ore 

country, prehistoric men were busy pound- have been mined in a single day at one 

ing shiny fragments of native copper from mine with the aid of Hercules Explosives. 

their rock settings on the southern shores The principal problem of today is not the 

of Lake Superior. mining of the metals, it is the elimination 

; ,, of waste in their production. 
These miners of the Stone Age first built P 

fires to disintegrate the harder rocks, then We have for years recommended Hercules 

they pounded out their treasures. Hammers Special No. 1 because of its higher cartridge 

of diorite or porphyry, shaped bythe waters count and lower cost per cartridge in 

of the lake or by hand, occasionally grooved comparison with the dynamites in general 

and fitted with a handle; wedges made of use, No high explosive on the market is 

the very substance they were mining and more economical. 

tempered by the pounding that fashionéd 

them; shovels of cedar that were used only For further details write to our Advertising 

as scrapers; bailers of bark or carved wood Department, 939 King Street, Wilmington, 

—these were the tools used in their open Delaware, for our booklet “Volume vs. 

pit mines. Weight”—A lesson in explosives economy. 
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dh dik dlog SS 

SS —__, 

Allentown, Pa. Chicago, Ill. Hazleton, Pa. 2 i Louisville, Ky. Pittsburgh, Pa. Salt Lake City, Utah 

Birmingham, Ala. Denver, Colo. Huntington, W. Va. SS ss = New York City Pottsville, Pa. San Francisco, Cal. 

Buffalo, N. Y. Duluth, Minn. Joplin, Mo. S24. 5 Norristown, Pa. St. Louis, Mo. Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

Chattanooga, Tenn. Los Angeles, Cal. ° 5 Pittsburg, Kan. Wilmington, Del. 
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i . Surveying Implements, Tapes, Leveling i i . 
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WIRE ROPE FOR ENGINEERING 
i A Wire Rope of Long Life and Reliable Service i | 

JOHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS COMPANY, TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 
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. tandaraize oncrete |; 
S 

| ~~ hat does it d ? 4) 

S on what does it depend: g 

N 

3) 

So] HE production ofstandardized concrete 

Ss) ¥ 

. : 2) 

S smear —concrete of absolutely uniform domi- 

S eo hm nantstrength—depends on three essentials 4 

IN a Fi we 

NY (ON OR ; = in addition to the use of proper aggregates. 4 

S Ae eS) or wi 
is; po, Wk AN i= The first of these—the proper mixing 

IN rT iS a Ya = action that prevents separation of aggre- 

y te a ene P| = gate and produces plastic, thoroughly 3 

I< Wey ae = mixed, concrete ~~ is provided by the 4 

R / oo Loe Ly | per ee Koehring five action remixing principle 

S| \ S hh Z, cy) A = which coats every particle of aggregate 2 

<j Wo ® 1, coy aa : thoroughly with cement. 
4) 

In VN Moe Pe eed ee ae 
. 

N mee ee Hh : The second factor—the measuring of the 4 

2 a oe ah 
a iu ES 

\ 4 i a) Se : proper amount of water to each batch— 4 

S Re A ; is under positive control in a Koehring 4 

NS} bm) ie by means of the Koehring automatic 

SN Le water measuring tank. This tank is ad- 2 

n 
justed to supply the exact amount of water / 

NY q) Hise cuts through ed required per batch, and once so regulated, be 

it] rnin; 1c Mm. 
1 

: . 

? aan coe enials up, spilling down the amount of water is automatically N 

g again against motion of drum. (3) measured for every batch. 
N 

6) Materials hurled across diameter . . . , ) 

4 of drum. (4) Materials elevated The third factor in producing standardized S 

3) to drum top and cascaded down teo— f + the th . 

4) to reversed discharge chute which concrete—a means 0 f measuring e thor- eI 

4) (5) with scattering, spraying ac- oughness of mix—1s controiled by the S 

4) tion, showers materials back to 8! . : y i) 

7) charging side for repeated tri Koehring batch meter. This automatically iS 

3) arging sid Ps ps ; 
Y ) 

a through mixing process. locks the discharge chute as soon as ma- SY 

4 
terials enter the drum and holds it so until | 

4) 
the specified mixing time for which the N 

J 
meter has been set, has elapsed, when the S 

4 
discharge chute automatically is released . 

4 
and the release signalled by a bell. N , 

4) 

S 

SETS 
“Built to Endure” an artistic booklet of 32 pages ~ 

4) Ri YY (e beautifully illustrated with etchings, contrasting 

A) ¢> 
ancient and modern examples of engineering IN 

4} _ 
‘achievements in concrete, will be sent free upon NY 

4 
De Yy 

request to engineering students and others interested. 
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- 9 ° The “PRACTICAL” Alchemist and 
99 “THEORETICAL” Robert Boyle 

ASHE alchemists wrote entific experimental study of the ane ee vaguely of “fluids” and atmosphere and discovered that See Ue “principles.” Copper it hada “spring” in it, or in other RIS! was potentially silver. words that it could expand. He Rid it of its red color and the also established the connection “principle” of silver would assert between the boiling point of water itself, so that silver would remain. and atmospheric pressure, a very With a certain amount of philos- “theoretical” discovery in his day opher’s stone (itself a mysterious but one which every steam engi- “principle”) a base metal could be _ neer now applies. 
converted into a quantity of gold He was the first to use the term a million times as great. “analysis” in the modern chem- This all sounded so “practical” cal sense, the first to define an that Kings listened credulously, element as a body which cannot but the only tangible result was be subdivided and from which that they were enriched with much compounds can be reconstituted. bogus gold. Bovle’ ae . . oyle’s work has not ended. Scientific theorists like Robert Today in the Research Labora. Boyle (1627-1691) proved mote tories of the General Electric practical” by testing matter, dis- Company it is being continued. covering its composition and then — uch light has there been shed drawing scientific conclusions that on the chemical reactions that could ther eafter be usefully and occur ina vessel in which a nearly honestly applied. Alchemists con- perfect vacuum has been produced. Jecturedand died she experimented One practical result of this work and lived. is the vacuum tube which plays an Using the air pump Boyle un- essential part in radio work and dertook a “theoretical” but sci- roentgenology. 
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